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Prodigi is the world’s 
leading print on demand 
platform
We help companies selling printed products to  

simplify their logistics and maximise their profits. 

Our inhouse manufacturing facilities are located in the USA, UK and 
mainland Europe, and supported by a global network of fulfilment partners.
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Go global, print local
Our mission is to make global printing, local.  
We do this by connecting you with local partners  
creating "global products".

"Global products" are those most popular with end consumers, offer the 
highest potential margins and are made to the same exacting standards 
everywhere in the world. 

Look for the global product icon throughout this 
portfolio to see which products have the widest 
fulfilment coverage.
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Solutions 
Our software platform features all the tools 
and services you need to launch and scale  
a global print on demand business.

Whether it’s creating product previews, integrating with 
Shopify or using our API to connect with print partners across 
the world, we’ve a suite of software solutions designed to help 
you rapidly grow your business. 
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Services
Printing is at the heart of everything we do.

Using the latest technology, our global teams consistently 
produce exceptional fine art, photographic, dye-sub and 
direct to garment prints. 

No other print on demand service comes close to offering 
our breadth of fine art printing capabilities.
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We are specialists in Giclée fine art printing and offer a complete range of fine art and photo papers.

We are trusted by the most prestigious brands - including the National Maritime Museum, Natural History 
Museum and The Royal Society - to produce and dropship museum quality fine art prints.

Each print stock we offer is individually profiled to our printers, ensuring fantastically accurate and 
consistent reproductions. 

A complete range 
of specialist papers

Fine art papers

•  Enhanced Matte Art

•  Hahnemühle German Etching

• Budget Art Paper

•  Smooth Art Paper

•  Cold Press Watercolour Paper

Poster paper

•  Budget poster paper

Photographic papers

•  Hahnemühle Photo Rag

•  Lustre Photo Paper

• C-type (silver halide)

•  Metallic Gloss
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Budget Art Paper 
180gsm

An affordable barrier coated poster paper 
perfect for volume projects that require 
the best quality art substrate at the most 
competitive price. Our budget art paper is 
a smooth, bright white, all-purpose good 
quality paper with a matte finish.

Smooth Art Paper 
240gsm

One of our most popular substrates, this is 
a high-quality, smooth matte paper with a 
light, fine-grain surface texture. This paper 
is particularly suited to contemporary 
illustration and photography. Image 
reproduction is sharp, crisp and vibrant,  
with great density and vivid colours.

Fine art papers
Budget

Cold Press Watercolour Paper 
315gsm

A 100% cotton rag paper with a matte 
finish, offering a similar archival-standard 
performance to our Hahnemuhle photo rag 
paper but at a slightly lower weight. With 
a matte finish and a tight, highly textured 
surface resemblant of etching paper.

This mid-white stock produces smooth 
skin tones and is well suited for premium 
portraiture and wedding photography.
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Fine art papers
Budget

Enhanced Matte Art 
200gsm

This museum quality paper is our substrate 
of choice for global fine art prints. It gives 
consistent high quality results and is ideal 
for full colour graphics or illustrations.

The matte finish emphasises different 
highlights and tones in the source artworks; 
helping to create stunning works of art.
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Hahnemühle German Etching 
310gsm

A heavy-duty paper with a slightly more 
textured finish than photo rag. The velvety 
matte surface is optimised for high-contrast 
prints and works brilliantly for limited editions. 
The paper has a warm white hue providing 
a perfect surface for reproducing paintings, 
lithographs and fine art photography.

Fine art papers
Premium

Images © Martin van Tilburg
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Photographic papers
Budget Premium

Lustre Photo Paper 
240gsm

A premium photographic paper with a 
satin lustre finish. Preferred by professional 
photographers, the finish provides a subtle 
pearl-like texture. Supporting deeper 
colour saturation than matte papers, this 
stock produces impressive colour depth and 
strikingly intense blacks.

C-type prints (silver halide) 
230-245μm

Our C-types are silver halide colour papers 
designed exclusively to produce professional 
colour prints, with a brilliant white base that 
offers continuous tone and excellent image 
stability. These premium papers allow for 
incredible depth and beautifully vibrant colours.

We offer a lustre, gloss or metallic finish.

Hahnemühle Photo Rag  
308gsm

A heavy-duty matte paper made of 100% 
cotton rag with a natural white tone and 
excellent black saturation. It has a soft texture 
with a lightly defined felt structure. Popular 
with professional photographers, this paper 
produces very high-quality print reproductions.
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Metallic foil prints
Metallic prints with a gold or silver foil finish

Create your own statement metallic artwork with our stunning 
foil prints in gold or silver – perfect for showcasing everything 
from graphic illustrations and abstract art to text-based designs.

Designed to make your images pop, you can choose exactly 
where you want the gold or silver foil to appear in your custom 
design. And if you think these prints have the wow factor, just wait 
until you see our framed foil art prints.

What’s more, our advanced print technology puts us in a unique 
position to provide short print runs without any setup costs, 
enabling you to order custom foil prints as one-offs or in large 
quantities, both at scale and at speed. We can also produce 
prints sized up to a massive 40x80”, giving you the flexibility to 
create and sell custom foil prints without limits.

Our foil art prints are made from a non-woven material with a 
polyester backing for a premium, heavyweight feel. They come in 
sizes ranging from 4x6” to 40x80” and are dropshipped direct to 
your customers in a recyclable cardboard tube, rolled and ready 
for framing.

Please note: Transparent areas in your artwork will show the 
material’s gold or silver background.

•  Lustrous metallic prints
•  Gold or silver foil finish
•  Wide range of sizes
•  No minimum order quantity

•  4 x 6" (10 x 15cm) to 40 x 80" (100 x 200cm)

Dimensions
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Mounted prints
Mounted, matted prints perfect for retailers.

Our mounted prints feature a fine art reproduction with card 
backing board, surrounded by a thick 2mm window mount cut 
from premium, textured mountboard.

These window mounted prints are produced on our high-quality 
art paper.

•   Produced on our EMA fine art paper
•   Supplied with backing board and protective biodegradable 

OPP bag ready for resale
•   No minimum order quantities 
•   A convenient and lightweight wall decor option 

•  11 x 14" (27.9 x 35.6cm)
•  16 x 20" (40.6 x 50.8cm)

Dimensions
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Art print with hanger
Transform your artwork into a contemporary, 
premium print that comes ready to hang.

Our slimline wooden poster hangers come with a discreet 
magnetic fastening to keep your prints perfectly secure.  
Hand-crafted from beautiful, solid wood, our picture hangers  
are ideal for displaying prints using a simple, contemporary design.

Your design is Giclée printed onto our premium Enhanced Matte 
Art (EMA) paper, finished and supplied to your customer with our 
hand-crafted solid wooden poster hangers.

•   Magnetic wooden strips hold your print in place without  
tearing or marking

•   Available in black, white and natural oak
•   Each hanging kit contains four wooden strips and  

colour coordinated hanging cords
•   Range of sizes between 30 and 100cm, in both portrait  

and landscape orientations
•   Wooden poster hangers - without prints - are available  

to purchase separately

•  8.9" (22.5cm)
•  12.6" (32cm)
•  16.5" (42cm)
•  20.5" (52cm)
•  24.4" (62cm)
•  33.9" (86cm)

Dimensions
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Poster hangers
Magnetic wooden poster hangers for 
displaying your artwork.

These slimline wooden poster hangers come with a discreet 
magnetic fastening to keep your prints perfectly secure.  
Hand-crafted from beautiful, solid wood, our picture hangers  
are ideal for displaying prints in a simple, contemporary design.

Each hanging kit contains 4 wooden strips, colour coordinated 
hanging cord and comes with mini-magnets embedded below 
the surface to leave your artwork in perfect condition. 

We have a range of sizes to suit prints in both portrait and 
landscape orientations.

•   Magnetic wooden strips hold your print securely in place 
without tearing or marking

•  Affordable alternative to framing prints
•   Available in a black, white and natural oak finish,  

with seven size options
•  Colour coordinated hanging cords
•  Now available both with and without a fine art print

•  8.9" (22.5cm)
•  12.6" (32cm)
•  16.5" (42cm)
•  20.5" (52cm)
•  24.4" (62cm)
•  33.9" (86cm)

Dimensions
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Our classic frame is available in black, white, natural, antique silver and antique gold.

Classic frame
Our most popular picture frame.

Our framed prints combine the finest quality materials 
with the highest levels of craftsmanship. All our frames are 
handmade by Guild recognised framers.

Our classic frame is created from high-quality wood, milled 
with simple clean lines and presented with a satin finish.
•  Custom mount, cut perfectly to your image
•  Delivered fully strung ready for hanging
•  Choice of colours, including gilts
•   Available in sizes ranging from 8 x 8" (20 x 20cm) 

to 40 x 40" (102 x 102cm)

Classic frame specifications

Depth from wall 22mm

Face width 20mm

Rebate width 5mm

Rebate depth 17mm

5mm

20mm

22
m

m

17
m

m
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Box frame
A modern design adding depth 
to your pictures.

Our Box frame is milled from solid ash, hand stained by our 
team and finished with a specialist wax to accentuate the grain.

•  Classic deep frame
•  Solid ash with hand stained finish
•  Custom mount, cut perfectly to your image
•  Delivered fully strung ready for hanging
•   Available in sizes ranging from 8 x 8" (20 x 20cm) 

 to 40 x 40" (102 x 102cm)
•  Available in ready made or custom specifications

Box frame specifications

Our box frame is available in black, white, brown and natural.

Depth from wall 33mm

Face width 20mm

Rebate width 8mm

Rebate depth 30mm
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Spacer frame
A contemporary twist on the traditional 
box frame.

The Spacer frame has a deep fillet to create additional depth 
for displaying artwork or photographs. Prints are typically 
backmounted, rather than a traditional front mount, creating 
a modern contemporary look.

•  Solid Ash with hand stained finish
•  Delivered fully strung ready for hanging
•   Available in sizes ranging from 8 x 8" (20 x 20cm) 

to 40 x 40" (102 x 102cm)
•  No window mount
•  Available in ready made or custom specifications

Spacer frame specifications

Our spacer frame is available in black, white, brown and natural.

Depth from wall 33mm

Face width 20mm

Rebate width 8mm

Rebate depth 30mm
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Budget framed poster 
Cheap picture frame with poster paper.

50% cheaper than our classic frames, these cheap picture 
frames are made from high-density, wood-effect plastic and 
come with a classic matte print. Our budget framed posters are 
available to order in 11 of our bestselling sizes and with a choice 
of frame colours, including black, white and natural.

Part of our global products range, we’ve cloned the 
specifications of our cheap poster frames and prints in the USA, 
UK and EU to ensure consistency for your customers wherever 
they’re fulfilled. 

Please note: our budget framed poster is a frame-it-yourself 
product. Both the frame and print will be delivered together for 
self-assembly.

•  Cheap photo frame and print

•  Plastic, wood-effect frame rims

•  Choice of frame colours: black, white or natural

•  11 size options from 5x7" to 24x32" 

•  Fulfilled globally
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Framed metallic foil 
prints
Framed metallic prints with a gold or silver 
foil finish.

Elevate your wall art offering with our framed foil prints in gold or 
silver – perfect for displaying everything from graphic illustrations 
and abstract art to text-based designs. 

Available to order in our satin-laminated classic frame or hand-
stained box frame, complete with a protective Perspex glaze to 
minimise glare, this specialist new substrate is designed so that 
you can choose precisely where you want the gold or silver foil to 
appear in your custom image.

What’s more, our advanced print technology puts us in a unique 
position to provide short print runs without any setup costs, 
enabling you to order custom foil prints as one-offs or in large 
quantities, both at scale and at speed. 

Our framed foil art prints are made from a non-woven material 
with a polyester backing for a premium, heavyweight feel.Please 
note: Transparent areas in your artwork will show the material’s 
gold or silver background.

•   Lustrous gold or silver foil prints
•   Two framing options - Classic or Box
•   Perspex glaze for added protection
•  Wide range of frame sizes and colours
•   No minimum order quantity
•   Delivered ready to hang

•  4 x 6" (10 x 15cm) to 40 x 40" (102x102cm)

Dimensions
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Aluminium frames
Ready-to-hang fine art prints in a 
contemporary aluminium frame.

Putting a sophisticated spin on the classic framed print, our 
durable but lightweight metal picture frames come ready to 
hang, complete with a premium Giclée print and protective 
Perspex glaze to help minimise glare. 

Perfect for wall art sellers looking to broaden their product 
range beyond traditional framed prints, these sleek and stylish 
aluminium frames can be ordered in black, gold or silver, with 
sizes ranging from 8x10” to 24x36”. As with all of the framed 
prints in our wall art collection, our metal frames benefit 
from a built-in hanging system to the reverse for speed and 
convenience. 

We use gallery-quality inks to print your custom design to 
ensure that colours remain fresh and vibrant for over 100 years 
in optimal conditions, before hand-framing and packaging your 
order ready for dropshipping to anywhere in the world.

•  Enhanced matte art print
•  Metal picture frame made from aluminium
•  Perspex glaze for added protection
•  Choice of frame sizes and colours 
•  Delivered ready to hang

•  8 x 10" (20 x 25 cm) to 24 x 36" (61 x 91 cm)

Dimensions
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Framed Photo tiles 
Restickable custom photo tiles.

Ideal for creating statement photo walls, these super-
lightweight, stick-on print on demand photo tiles allow your 
customers to showcase their custom photographs or designs as 
contemporary, Scandi-style collage displays. 

Our removable wall art tiles use a specialist adhesive that 
allows for repositioning and resticking up to five times, giving 
your customers complete creative freedom. Designed for 
painted walls and a variety of other surfaces, each custom 
photo tile can be easily hung without tools and with no wall 
residue left behind.

All personalised photo tiles come with a plastic frame made 
from up to 50% recycled content and contain a photo paper 
insert displaying your artwork.

•  Super lightweight 
•  Stickable and restickable up to five times
•  Tools not required 
•  No residue left on walls
•  Available in three sizes
•  Black or white photo frame options
•  Contains recycled content
•  Professional Giclée photographic print

•  8 x 8" (20 x 20cm)

Dimensions
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Instagram frame
Our Instagram frames are perfect for anyone 
seeking an extremely affordable framed  
print option.

Although most frequently sold through photo apps, these 
frames also work as an affordable merchandise option. Each 
frame comes with a fine art print, white mount, protective glass, 
backing board and is finished with a solid wooden frame.

Instagram prints are perfect for single images or a photo 
montage featuring 1, 4, 9, 16 or even 25 images. They are  
great for capturing special moments and highly giftable. 

•  Mounted with white mount
•  Affordable framing option
•  Available with black or white frame
•   Comes in two square sizes measuring either 12x12" (30x30cm) 

or 16x16" (40x40cm)

Instagram frame specifications

Face width 35mm

Depth from wall 15mm
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 Backloader frame
Simple and elegant classic flat frames.

Ready-made frames with a face plate (no print supplied).  
Created from high quality wood with a specialist perspex glaze.  
Our classic flat backloader frames are delivered fully strung 
and ready for hanging. Ideal as an add on sell to accompany 
custom posters or rolled prints. 

•  Ready made, classic frame style 
•  Face plate (no print)
•  Perspex glaze 
•  Choice of colours
•   Available in sizes ranging from 6" x 8" (15 x 20cm) to A0

Our classic frame is available in black, white and natural.

Backloader frame specifications

Depth from wall 23mm

Face width 22mm

Rebate width 9mm

Rebate depth 17mm
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Canvases

Stretched

Framed 

Rolled
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 Stretched canvas
Superior canvas prints designed for trade  
and retail. 

Each custom stretched canvas begins with a 12-colour Giclée 
print, produced from a choice of substrates. We then make a 
custom wooden frame from European knotless pine - in any size 
needed up to a maximum of 3 metres - and stretch the rolled 
canvas print over it.

We use finger jointed canvas frames to create corner tension 
which helps to resist warping. For larger sizes, we add wooden 
‘wedges’ to each corner; ensuring the canvas surface remains 
taut and allowing for easy re-stretching in future years.

•   Pro-lab print on demand process with 100+ year colour 
guarantee

•   38mm canvas depth

•   Four edge finishing options (black, white, image wrap,  
mirror wrap)

•   Stretcher bars milled from the finest quality European  
kiln-dried knotless pine

•   Tensioning ‘wedges’ and finger joints

•   Handmade by experienced canvas framers
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Eco canvas
Eco-friendly canvas prints made from 
recycled materials.

Made entirely from recycled plastic bottles and stretched 
over a lightweight, recycled frame, our custom eco canvases 
are a great way to introduce some sustainable art to your 
online store – even the packaging is made from 100% recycled 
content! Better yet, they’re almost half the weight of traditional 
wooden canvases and cheaper, too. 

Available to order in four sizes in both square and rectangular 
formats, these recycled canvas prints feature a black backing 
with an integral hole for easy wall hanging in just 120 seconds 
(without the need for power tools). 

Your design is recreated on eco canvas using our 12-colour 
Giclée printing process, before being hand-finished by our 
expert canvas framers. Plus, each recycled satin canvas comes 
with an internal corner system that helps keep corners nice and 
taut – no messy external folds in sight.

Choose from a black, white, mirror wrap or image wrap edge to 
finish your gallery wrapped canvas.

•  Handmade by specialist canvas framers
•  100% recycled materials and packaging
•  Available in four sizes (square and rectangular formats) 
•  Built-in hanging hardware (portrait or landscape positioning)
•  De-skilled construction 
•  Neat and tidy internal corner system 
•  38mm canvas frame depth
•  Professional Giclée photographic print
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Canvas wraps
Ready-to-hang custom wrapped canvas

A low-cost alternative to our popular Giclée canvas, this 
wrapped canvas is the perfect addition to any wall art store. 

Finished to the same high standard as our bestselling canvas 
prints, our canvas wrap features pristine corner folds and a 
solid-front construction to help prevent sagging and stretching 
over time. Prodigi canvas wraps benefit from an in-built hanging 
system to the reverse for quick and easy installation. Our framed 
canvas wraps make for a great upsell, too.

Printed using UV and fade-resistant inks, images are recreated 
on ultra-smooth, natural white cotton canvas for a vibrant, 
matte finish. Available to order from the US, we’ll print, pack and 
dropship your canvas wrapped prints to anywhere in the world.

•  Cotton canvas wrapped prints 
•  Great colour reproduction 
•  Perfectly folded corners 
•  Resistant to sagging and stretching
•  UV and fade-resistant 
•  Choice of sizes 
•  Delivered ready to hang

•  5 x 5" (13 x 13cm) - 36 x 36" (91 x91cm)

Dimensions
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Easel-back canvas
Display-ready custom canvas prints
These easel-back canvas prints are perfect for decorating 
empty shelves and spaces. 

Made from silky-smooth canvas, each custom wrapped canvas 
features neatly folded corners and a sturdily constructed front 
for durability. Our easel-back canvas prints also come with 
two display options for convenience, including built-in hanging 
hardware and an integrated stand to the reverse for displaying 
on flat surfaces. 

We use a six-colour inkjet printing process to produce your 
custom canvas prints, resulting in a rich, vibrant finish. Fulfilled 
from the US, Prodigi easel-back canvases are printed, packed 
and ready for dropshipping to anywhere in the world within  
72 hours.

•  Canvas wrapped prints with stands
•  Great colour reproduction 
•  Perfectly folded corners 
•  Resistant to sagging and stretching
•  Choice of sizes 
•  Delivered ready to hang or display

•  5 x 7" (13 x 18cm)
•  6 x 6" (15 x 15cm)
•  8 x 10" (20 x 25cm)
•  11 x 14" (28 x 36cm)

Dimensions
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Our canvas float frame is available in black, white, antique gold, 
antique silver and natural.

Float frame specifications

Depth from wall 53mm

Face width (frame) 12mm

Face width (gap) 5mm

Base width 32mm

Rebate depth 40mm

Framed canvas
Transform a standard canvas into  
a special work of art.

Our superior framed canvas prints feature a 38mm stretched 
canvas within a traditional picture frame. The simple addition 
of a wooden picture frame gives a completely different ‘look’ to 
your Giclée printed wall art; quite distinct to a standard canvas.

The thin frame sits approximately 5mm from the edge of the canvas 
helping to create a floating border. 

•  Superior float frame 
•  38mm stretched canvas 
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Eco framed canvas
Recycled custom canvas print with picture 
frame made from sustainably sourced wood.
Turn plastic waste into profit with our eco framed canvas.  
Made from recycled plastic bottles recovered from  
plastic-polluted beaches, these framed canvas prints are 
perfect for eco-conscious sellers as well as customers looking  
to shop more sustainably. 

Available to order in four sizes in both square and rectangular 
formats, your image is recreated using our 12-colour Giclée 
printing process for long-lasting vibrancy, depth and richness. 
Each custom canvas print is framed by hand and delivered 
ready to hang in a premium float frame made from sustainably 
sourced wood. 

Choose from a black, white or natural frame to complete your 
framed eco canvas.

•  Handmade by specialist canvas framers

•  Made from recycled and sustainably sourced materials

•  Eco-friendly packaging

•  Superior float frame

•  Choice of sizes from 8x8" to 20x30" 

•  Choice of frame colours 

•  Professional Giclée photographic print
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Framed canvas wraps
Ready-to-hang custom wrapped canvas with 
picture frame.

Love our framed canvas prints but searching for a more  
budget-friendly option to sell in your wall art store?  
Look no further than our framed wrapped canvas.

Our framed canvas wrap, which is made from sustainably sourced 
wood and comes in black, walnut and white finishes, is delivered 
ready to hang in a high-quality frame. Prodigi canvas wraps can 
also be ordered unframed for a more understated look. 

We use UV and fade-resistant inks to bring your images to life on 
ultra-smooth, natural white cotton canvas, resulting in a vibrant, 
matte finish. Our framed canvas wrapped prints can be ordered 
from the US and dropshipped to any worldwide location.

•   Cotton canvas wrapped prints 
•   Great colour reproduction 
•   UV and fade-resistant 
•   Wooden picture frame 
•   Choice of frame sizes and colours
•   Delivered ready to hang

•  5 x 7" (13 x 18cm) - 36 x 36" (91 x91cm)

Dimensions
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Standard Canvas 
400gsm

Our standard canvas is a finely textured 
artist-grade cotton substrate which 
consistently reproduces image details with 
outstanding clarity. Our most popular 
canvas and superior to many expensive 
branded alternatives.

 Rolled canvas
High-definition gallery grade custom canvas prints.

Our rolled canvas on demand prints are perfect for clients who wish to frame or stretch the final 
product themselves. Each rolled canvas print is produced using our professional pro-lab processes.

We offer a 100+ year colour guarantee for any choice of canvas substrate. Your finished 
canvas is dispatched in a double walled square tube so that the print arrives in an undamaged 
condition wherever it's shipped in the world.

•  Available in range of canvas materials
•  Excellent for sending canvas prints internationally
•  Perfect for using in a traditional picture frame
•  No minimum order size

Metallic Canvas 
440gsm

Our unique metallic canvas creates amazing 
effects that are unlike anything you’ve ever 
seen from a canvas print. The finish is silver 
metallic; created with a unique blend of 
pearlescent materials. 

Substrate options
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Eco rolled canvas
Custom canvas prints made from recycled 
materials.

Made from the exact same material as our popular eco canvas, 
which is produced entirely from recycled plastic bottles, our 
eco-friendly rolled canvas is ideal for those wanting to frame or 
stretch their own custom canvas prints. 

Part of our eco collection, these rolled canvas prints are 
available to order in sizes ranging from 4x6” through to 43x87” 
and have a luxe-textured satin finish for a premium print quality. 

We recreate your designs using our 12-colour Giclée 
printing process to give your canvas art prints long-lasting 
vibrancy, depth and richness. Once printed, your finished 
print is dispatched in a double-walled square tube for added 
protection while in transit.

•  Made from recycled plastic bottles
•  Available in sizes ranging from 4x6” to 43x87”
•  Museum-quality Giclée print
•  Specially adapted packaging for international shipping
•  Perfect for creating a traditional framed picture
•  No minimum order quantity
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Kiss-cut stickers

Magnets

Temporary tattoos

Stickers
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 Kiss-cut stickers 
Kiss-cut vinyl for brands, bands, companies 
and market places. 

Our stickers are produced on high-quality removable white 
vinyl, and can be ordered on demand in single editions. We offer 
our premium quality stickers in either a gloss or matte finish.  

Each sticker is produced with a contoured edge to match  
the shape of design perfectly. No shape is too elaborate,  
we can kiss cut to even the most complex of images with  
perfect accuracy.

Whilst our custom stickers are ideal for indoor use, they can 
also be used for up to 18 months outdoors too.

•  Easily removable and transferable
•  Waterproof; lasting 18+ months outdoors 
•  Available with a matte or gloss finish 

•  Small - 3 x 4" (8 x 10cm)
•  Medium -  5.5 x 5.5" (14 x 14cm)
•   Large - 8.5 x 8.5" (22 x 22cm)
•  Extra large - 14 x 14" (36 x 36cm)

Dimensions

All images are printed to fit best inside the sticker window.
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Magnets
Personalised photo fridge magnets.

Our fridge magnets are custom made using a high-quality silver 
halide print process. Once printed, your artwork is sealed onto 
a powerful magnetic substrate.

Available in a range of sizes, our on demand magnets can 
feature either a single photograph or a montage of up to nine 
images.

Magnets are fun and versatile and are perfect for gifting, 
merchandising or promotions. 

•  A powerful magnet substrate that actually sticks!
•  Single or multiple images
•  Popular with photo apps 
•  Ideal gift for any occasion

•  3 x 2" (8 x 5cm) - acrylic only
•  6 x 4" (15 x 10cm)
•  4 x 4" (10 x 10cm) 
•  6 x 6" (15 x 15cm) 

Dimensions
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Temporary tattoos 
Custom temporary tattoos.
Perfect for everything from sports events, music festivals and 
children’s parties to corporate events and branded merch, our 
fake tattoos can be customised with any digital image, printed on 
demand and dropshipped to anywhere in the world.

Our state-of-the-art print technology means we’re uniquely 
positioned to provide short-run prints with fast turnaround times, 
enabling you to order our print on demand tattoos in small or even 
single quantities as required.

Experiment with everything from simple script tattoos to colourful 
tattoo sleeves, as well as intricate designs, artwork and illustrations. 
Designed to create the impression of a realistic tattoo, they’re quick 
and easy to apply and can last for up to one week with the right care.   
Made from skin-safe waterslide film and adhesive, each temporary 
tattoo is available to order in five sizes

•  No minimum order quantity

•  Fast turnaround 

•  Quick and easy application and removal 

•  Designed to last for up to one week

•  Great colour reproduction

•  Small - 2.0 x 3.0 " (5.1 x 7.6 cm)
•  Medium -  3.0 x 4.0 " (7.6 x 10.2 cm)
•   Large - 4.0 x 6.0 "(10.2 x 15.2 cm)
•  X large - 8.0 x 8.0 " (20.3 x 20.3 cm)
•  XX large - 12.0 x 12.0 " (30.5 x 30.5 cm)

Dimensions
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 Fine art postcards
Premium press printed bespoke postcards.

Our fine art postcards offer the perfect way to dropship your 
images around the world. Each one is individually printed on 
thick art paper or card. 

Choose from either 280gsm gloss coated art paper or premium 
324gsm Mohawk card. Our custom fine art postcards look 
great to showcase decorative art and also make a fun format 
on which to print your illustrations.  

Postcards are available in two standard sizes. You can order as 
singles or get discounts on multipacks of 10, 20, 50 or 100.

•  Choice of 280gsm gloss paper or 324gm Mohawk card 
•  Smooth white surface 
•  Available in standard or large
•  Excellent print quality

•  Standard - 4 x 6" (10 x 15cm)
•  Large - 5 x 7" (13 x 18cm )

Dimensions
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Fine art greetings cards
Premium personalised greeting cards.

Our custom fine art greeting cards are a great way to showcase 
a range of designs, from photographs and illustrations to 
unique works of art. Perfect for your customers to send a letter, 
invitation or birthday greeting.

Printed on either 280gsm gloss paper or 324gsm Mohawk card, 
our custom greeting cards can be ordered with a blank envelope 
or sent direct to the recipient in an envelope. Cards can be 
ordered as singles or as multipacks of 10, 15, 20, 50 or 100 and 
can be printed both internally and externally. 

Colour profiles for each card paper type are available for 
download.

•  Choice of gloss paper or Mohawk card 

•  Can be ordered as singles or as multipacks 

•  Supplied with brown kraft envelopes (cards can be 
 dropshipped with a blank envelope or sent direct to the 
 recipient in an envelope)

•  Packaged in protective biodegradable OPP bags (excluding 
 multipacks and direct-to-recipient orders)

•  Standard - 4 x 6" (10 x 15cm) 
•  Square - 5 x 5" (14 x 14cm)  
•  Square - 6 x 6" (15 x 15cm)  
•  Large - 5 x 7" (13 x 18cm )

•  A4 - 8.27 x 11.69" (21 x 30cm)  

Dimensions
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 Classic postcards
Glossy, personalised postcards.

Our high quality custom postcards are perfect for showcasing a 
range of designs, from photographs and illustrations to unique 
works of art.

Prodigi postcards are the perfect eco-friendly print on demand 
product, produced on recyclable, FSC accredited card by a 
printer based in the dropshipping destination of your choice.

The card stock is a thick, premium 400gsm paper which is 
duplex gloss laminated.

Ideal for larger volume print runs, but can still be supplied with 
no minimum order quantity.

•  High quality card
•  400gsm
•  Gloss finish
•  FSC certified
•  Recyclable

•  Standard - 4 x 6" (10 x 15cm)

Dimensions
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 Classic greetings 
cards
Custom volume greeting cards.

Our volume greeting cards are ideal for showcasing any 
design, from photographs and illustrations to unique works of 
art. Perfect for your customers to send a letter, invitation or 
birthday greeting.

Every bespoke printed greeting card is produced on a high-
quality 330gsm Fedrigoni one sided Symbol gloss paper, coated 
with a gloss UV varnish.

Each card is supplied with a complimentary opaque envelope.

Available in two standard sizes.  Order as singles or in  
a pack of 10.

•  High quality 330gsm Fedrigoni card
•  Symbol gloss
•  Gloss UV varnish

•  A5 - 5.83 x 8.27" (15 x 21cm)

•  Standard - 5 x 7" (13 x 18cm)

Dimensions
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Journals 
Quality, hardcover journals. 

Our custom printed hard backed journals provide the perfect 
inspiration for your customers to scribble, doodle, draw or write.

With a premium vinyl laminated hardcover wrap around back, 
you can print your design full bleed in beautiful, vibrant colour. 

Our bespoke journal books have a smooth, matte finish on the 
exterior, and feature 64 pages (128 sides) of 90 gsm paper on 
the inside. 

You can choose from either ruled, graph or blank paper on the 
inner pages.

•  64 pages (128 sides) of 90gsm paper
•  Available with ruled, graph or blank pages 
•  Chip board construction with vinyl laminate 
•  Excellent print quality 
•  Full bleed print on front and back

•  5 x 7" (13 x 18cm) with a 0.5" (1.3cm) spine

•  A5 - 5.8 x 8.3 " (14.8 x 21.0 cm) with a 0.5" (1.3cm) spine

•  A4 - 8.3 x 11.7 " (21.0 x 29.7 cm) with a 0.5" (1.3cm) spine

Dimensions
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Notebooks
Custom notebooks with a spiral coil binding. 

Our custom printed premium wire bound notebooks make an 
ideal gift to add to any online store portfolio. 

Perfect for scribbling and organising, notebooks are as popular 
as ever for customers to use as travel journals, event planning, 
and for work or school notes.

Prodigi personalised notebooks have a strong spiral coil binding 
so you can open the pages a full 360 degrees. Your image is 
printed in full onto the crisp white card cover, while the back cover 
of the notebook is a neutral and elegant grey. 

Tucked in the inside back cover is a handy document pocket for 
storing important notes and documents. Featuring 120 pages of 
quality 90gsm paper, in either ruled or graph format.

•  120 pages
•  Available with ruled or graph pages 
•  Handy document pocket
•  90gsm paper
•  Excellent print quality 
•  Full bleed print on the front cover

•  5.8 x 8.3"  (15 x 21cm)

•  A4 - 8.3 x 11.7 " (21.0 x 29.7 cm)

Dimensions
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Wrapping paper 
Design and sell custom wrapping paper. 

Our unique custom wrapping paper is perfect for Christmas 
but can also be used all year round. Create wrapping paper for 
anniversaries, birthdays, valentines or other national holidays. 

With a beautifully smooth and silky finish, our print on demand 
wrapping paper has a truly premium feel. Its quality and 
strength means it cuts smoothly and folds easily making for 
very easy wrapping. 

The paper is recyclable and FSC accredited, giving a big plus 
for all eco-friendly shoppers.   

•  95gsm satin finish paper
•  Available as sheets or rolls
•  Cuts smoothly and folds easily
•  Excellent print quality 
•  FSC accredited

Rolls

•   1m roll 
28 x 40" (70 x 100cm)

•   2m roll 
28 x 80" (70 x 200cm)

•   3m roll 
28 x 120" (70 x 300cm)

•   5m roll 
28 x 200" (70 x 500cm)

Single or 3 pack sheets

•  20 x 28" (50 x 70cm)
•  30 x 36" (75 x 90cm)

Dimensions
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Invitations
Double-sided custom square invitations.

Square invitations are perfect for weddings, parties and 
other celebrations. Our printed on demand invitations can 
be personalised on both the front and back. Your image is 
produced in excellent, crystal-clear quality onto 400gsm 
premium card with a matte finish. 

Prodigi invitations are also eco-friendly, printed on recyclable, 
sustainably sourced card. Available to order as singles or in 
packs of 10, each one comes with an addressed envelope. Our 
invitations are Giclee printed and dropshipped to a location of 
your choice.

•  400gsm quality card 
•  Matte finish
•  Shipped within an addressed envelope 
•  Double-sided print
•  Sustainably sourced materials
•  Recyclable

•  15 x 15cm (5.9 x 5.9")

Dimensions
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Snap case
Slim, lightweight protection.

Our high quality snap case - offered for a wide range of phones - has 
a snug and intimate fit. Made from durable shatterproof plastic that 
offers slim, lightweight protection for the device. 

The case is manufactured from impact resistant polycarbonate. This 
specialist plastic is extremely strong and lightweight. Our phone 
cases are carefully constructed with moulds that precisely match the 
dimensions of the device to ensure the best possible fit.

Your custom design is printed edge to edge to an outstanding 
quality with vibrant colour. The case is then coated with water based 
polyurethane for extra strength. 

This case has clear, open ports for connectivity and supports bluetooth 
charging. Available in either a matte or gloss finish.

•  Intimate fit
•  Slim form factor
•  Model specific casing to allow easy access to buttons
•  Supports bluetooth charging 
•  Durable and shatterproof
•  Matte or gloss finish 
•  REACh, RoHS and TUVRheinland certified

•  Apple
•  Samsung
•  Google
•  Huawai 
•  LG

Models
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Tough case
Extra tough case for added protection.

Our tough phone case is designed to be durable, featuring a dual layered 
material for extra protection. The outer coat is made from specialist 
impact resistant plastic which is extremely strong and lightweight. A 
black flexible silicone inner gives additional shock absorption. 

These high quality phone cases are carefully constructed with moulds 
that precisely match the dimensions of the device to ensure the best 
possible fit. Featuring a high-quality colour print which is fully 3D 
wrapped around the entire body of the case; covering all corners, sides 
and edges equally. The tough case has clear, open ports for connectivity 
and supports bluetooth charging.

This on demand printed case looks neat and elegant whilst protecting 
against drops, falls and everyday wear and tear.  Available with both a 
matte or gloss finish.

•  Dual layer case for extra protection
•  Model specific casing to allow easy access to buttons
•  Clear, open ports for connectivity
•  Supports bluetooth charging 
•  Exceptional print quality and finish
•  Durable, shatterproof outer
•  Matte or gloss finish 
•  REACh, RoHS and TUVRheinland certified

•  Apple
•  Samsung
•  Google 
•  LG

Models
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 Eco case
Eco friendly custom phone cases.

Our eco case is a beautifully designed, eco-friendly,  
protective phone case. Composed of a flexible yet tough  
100% biodegradable bioplastic and bamboo fibre mix.

This customisable phone cover is 5-feet drop tested for shock 
absorbance and has a raised rim design to protect the screen. 
The scratch resistant, slimline cover is smooth yet non slip, to 
give a strong grip with a natural look and feel. 

The eco case is free from environmentally damaging 
phthalates, BPA, and cadmium and will biodegrade fully  
in compost.  

This unique phone cover combines uncompromised device 
protection with a stunning aesthetic, as well as being Certified 
FDA safety compliant (FDA 21 CFR 175.300).

•  Enhanced durability & shock resistance
•  Scratch resistant
•  Clean and open ports for connectivity
•  100% biodegradable

•  Apple iPhone 11,12 & 13, Pro, Max, SE and Mini
•  Samsung Galaxy S20, S21 & S22

Models
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 Clear phone case
Lightweight design and co-mold protection.

Our clear personalised phone case is manufactured for durability 
to protect from bumps and scratches. This co-mold case is made 
from thermoplastic polyurethane and crystal polycarbonate 
making it sturdy and hard-wearing yet lightweight. The custom 
printed area is 2D and covers the whole back face of the device. 

This cover has a slim form factor and is constructed to precisely 
match the dimensions of the devices to ensure a snug fit. This 
custom printed phone case has excellent shock absorbance and 
scratch resistance to protect against impact damage.

•  Clear, open ports for connectivity
•  Slim form factor and lightweight
•   Co-mold case (Thermoplastic Polyurethane + 

Crystal Polycarbonate) 

•  Apple
•  Samsung
•  Google
•  Huawei

Models
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 Flexi phone case
Flexible and durable protective layer.

Our flexi cases are slimline and low profile, fitting tightly around 
your smartphone. They are manufactured using a high quality 
TPU material which provides excellent shock absorption to protect 
against drop and impact damage. 

This case features a high-quality full colour print with a beautiful 
satin finish, which is protected by a clear coat layer. The flexi 
combines protectivity and durability with a stylish slim fitting. 
Featuring clear, open ports for connectivity.

•  Flexible and durable protective layer
•  Slimline and low profile 
•  Excellent shock absorbance 
•  REACh, RoHS and TUVRheinland certified

•  Apple
•  Samsung

Models
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Folio wallet case
Store cards and cash.

A stylish way to carry business cards, IDs, credit cards or cash - all 
in the safety of your phone case. Our folio wallet case features two 
inside pockets for cards and one central pocket for notes. The folio 
case also has a stand feature so you can watch videos anywhere, 
anytime. 

It’s made from a faux leather, PU material with a satin finish and a 
grey elastic fastening for maximum security. Print quality and finish 
is exceptional and colours are vibrant and bright. The case is slim 
fitting so has minimal impact on the overall feel of the device.

•  Clear, open ports for connectivity
•  Exceptional print quality and finish
•  Stand feature for watching media 
•  Satinfinish
•  Minimal impact on overall device size 
•  REACh, RoHS and TUVRheinland certified

•  Apple
•  Samsung

Models
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iPad case
Slim, lightweight protection.

Our snap on iPad case has a snug and intimate fit. Made from 
durable, impact resistant polycarbonate, a specialist plastic that’s 
extremely strong and lightweight. Your custom design is printed 
edge to edge to an outstanding quality with a vibrant, long lasting 
colour finish. The case is then coated with water based polyurethane 
for enhanced protection. 

The rigid, hard shell case has clear, open ports for connectivity and 
supports bluetooth charging.

Choose from either a matte or gloss finish.

•  Slimline snug and intimate fit
•  Durable and shatterproof
•  Available for iPad and iPad mini models 
•  Full 3D image wrap print surrounding every surface
•  High image quality
•  Available with a matte or gloss finish

•  Apple iPad, iPad Air and iPad mini

Models
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Apple watch bands
Create designs for every occasion with our 
custom Apple watch bands. 

The strap is made from a premium faux leather for an elegant 
and luxurious look. The faux leather is finished with proprietary 
coatings for extra protection against scratches and wear. 

The Apple watch band securely attaches to your watch with 
quality engineered lugs. Printed with a vibrant print and textured 
satin finish, this custom watch band will bring your design to life. 
Lugs and buckles are available in four colour options and have a 
matte finish. Available for both 38mm and 42mm watch straps.

•  Adjust comfortably to fit wrist
•  Premium faux leather (Vegan)
•  Clear coat layer protects prints 
•  Quality engineered lugs, pins and buckles 
•  Available in 38mm and 42mm
•  REACh, RoHS and TUVRheinland certified

•  Apple Series 3
•  Apple Series 4
•  Apple Series 5
•  Apple Series 6
•  Apple SE

Models
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Hardcover photo book
Premium custom print photo book.

These beautiful personalised photo books boast vibrant  
colours and quality paper. From wedding albums to yearbooks, 
our photo books are designed to wow. Whether it’s a baby 
album, travel momento, or professional portfolio, our books  
are produced to the highest possible custom print specification.

Designs are printed directly onto the 2.5mm hardcover  
with a matte laminated anti scuff finish. Durable library  
binding is used. Featuring 20 interior high quality, 170gsm  
satin finished pages.

Our hard cover on demand books are supplied with  
a complementary recycled cardboard cover to provide  
extra protection during transit. 

•  20 page book 
•  High quality print
•  Satin paper
•  170gsm FSC accredited stock
•  Matte laminate
•  Additional pages can be added

•  8.3 x 8.3" (21 x 21cm)
•  11.8 x 11.8" (30 x 30cm)

•   A4 (portrait or landscape)  
8.3 x 11.7" (21 x 30cm) 

Dimensions
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Softcover photo book
Standard custom print photo book.

The perfect blend of quality and price. From wedding albums 
to yearbooks, our photo books are designed to be beautiful. 
Whether it’s a baby album, memories of a holiday, or a pro 
putting together a portfolio, our photo books boast vibrant 
colours and excellent quality paper.

Mohawk Superfine Eggshell paper is used for the outer cover 
of the book. PUR binding creates durability and a perfect clean 
edge. 

Featuring 20 pages and available in a range of sizes. Your 
images are printed in high quality onto 170gsm satin interior 
paper.

•  20 pages 
•  High quality print
•  Satin paper
•  Mohawk Superfine Eggshell
•  Additional pages can be added

•  8.3 x 8.3" (21 x 21cm)
•  11.8 x 11.8" (30 x 30cm)

•   A4 (portrait or landscape)  
8.3 x 11.7" (21 x 30cm) 

Dimensions
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Aluminium prints 
Lightweight fade resistant aluminium prints.

All our custom aluminium prints are made on demand using 
a ChromaLuxe® metal substrate. These market leading 
aluminium panels are lightweight, durable and eco friendly; 
made with recycled material that is also 100% recyclable. 

Our prints offer the perfect medium for displaying artwork 
and photography for both home or commercial use. Through a 
process of dye sublimation print, colour is infused directly into 
the panel, resulting in outstanding image clarity and vibrancy 
with exceptional detail and resolution. 

Aluminium panels are also fade, scratch and water resistant. 
Each print comes with a rounded edge and hidden subframe 
hanging system, floating your artwork 15mm from the wall for 
added depth and impact.

•   Perfect for photographic exhibitions or unique wall art 
for the home

•  Rustproof, scratchproof & waterproof
•   Fade resistant, with a lifetime resistance to yellowing 

and UV damage

•  4 x 5" (10 x 12cm) to 30 x 40" (76 x 102cm)

Dimensions
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Maple wood prints
Eco friendly wooden prints

If you’d like to offer something that’s a bit different in your 
online store, why not include a selection of these striking prints - 
made on certified sustainable maple wood board.

Each of our maple wood custom panels is printed directly onto 
1/2" thick maple surfaced wood, giving a warm and natural-
looking print that’s also eco-friendly.

The stunning wood grain shows through the light or non printed 
areas of the image, producing a natural warm tone and retro 
vintage feel. 

We offer an optional white ink underlay print on the wood if you 
prefer a more contemporary style.

Available in a wide range of sizes, you can choose from either a 
full bleed finish or the option to add a border to your artwork or 
photo.

•  Stunning maple wood board substrate
•  FSC accredited 
•  Natural or white finish
•  Full bleed or choice of 8 border sizes on each image
•   Range of hanging options - keyhole or wood float mount 

with optional cleat

•  From 4 x 6" (10 x 15cm) to 48 x 96" (122 x 244cm)

Dimensions
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Dibond
Lightweight aluminium dibond prints.

If you’re looking for a super lightweight alternative to custom 
aluminium prints, dibond is an ideal printing substrate that 
combines low hanging weight, high picture quality and 
durability.

Aluminium dibond is a composite material. It’s 3mm thick with 
three layers; a black polyethylene core between two platinum 
white aluminium sheets.

Dibond mounted prints are a perfect contemporary option for 
displaying your artwork or photographs. We use fine art inks 
with a Giclée printing method to ensure increased saturation 
and luminosity. Due to the inherent water, fade and UV 
resistance of the material, dibond prints are suitable for either 
indoor or outdoor use.

Our dibond bespoke prints are available in a wide range of 
sizes. Choose from a matte, gloss or satin laminate finish. Each 
print comes with a hidden subframe hanging system, floating 
your artwork 15mm from the wall.

•  Top grade, robust print with a long lifespan
•  Perfect for photographic exhibitions
•  Lightweight, strong and minimal
•  A choice of matte, gloss or satin laminate finishes

•  6 x 4" (15 x 10cm ) to 36 x 36" (91x 91cm)

•  3mm deep

Dimensions
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Acrylic panels
Frame free acrylic glass art prints.

For those looking for a frame free wall art option, our scratch 
resistant acrylic glass is perfect for hanging any photograph or 
print. A custom acrylic panel creates a dramatic focal point for 
any wall, shelf or mantelpiece.

A 12-colour fine art Giclée print is hand mounted onto 10mm 
thick high-gloss acrylic perspex with an invisible floating 
subframe.

Acrylic panels are durable, water resistant and will protect your 
pictures from harmful UV light, keeping colours fresh and vivid 
for years to come. 

•  Crystal clear, diamond polished edges
•  Stunning, luminous colours with brilliant depth
•  Shatter and scratch resistant
•  100+ year colour guarantee
•  Modern, contemporary look

•   8 x 8" (20 x 20cm) to 24 x 48" (70 x 140cm)

•  10mm deep

Dimensions
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Jigsaw puzzles
Custom handmade jigsaws.

Our personalisable hardboard jigsaw puzzles are hand printed 
to order using our advanced dye sublimation print technology.

With full edge to edge printing your design is produced 
perfectly in crisp, vibrant colour. All our print on demand 
puzzles are finished with a high gloss varnish, and are supplied 
in a premium metal tin with your design re-created on the lid.

•  Available in a range of five sizes from 30 up to 1000 pieces
•  Full edge to edge printing
•  High gloss finish
•  Supplied in a beautiful presentation tin 
•  Range of sizes available

•  30pc (25 x 20cm)
•  110pc (25 x 20cm)
•  252pc (37.5 x 28.5cm)
•  500pc (53 x 39cm)
•  1000pc (76.5 x 52.5cm)

Sizes
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•  650ml / 22oz - 2.8 x 10.7" (7.2 x 27.2cm)

Dimensions

Copper water bottles
Personalised water bottles with copper 
vacuum insulation.

Reusable water bottles don’t get much more practical than 
this. With a 650ml capacity and copper-plated inner wall, 
they keep drinks hot for up to 12 hours and cold for up to 48 
hours – perfect for days out or taking to the office. 

Made from high-quality stainless steel with a durable, 
scratch-resistant powder coating, these condensation-free 
custom water bottles benefit from a leakproof screw-on lid 
– so you don’t have to worry about your stuff getting soggy. 
The wide opening is great for ice cubes, too. 

Our drinking bottles come in six different colours, including 
black, white, grey, navy, red and lime. We use a 360-degree 
digital printing method to ensure your design wraps all the 
way around the water bottle for maximum impact.

•  650ml capacity
•  Copper vacuum insulated
•  Keeps liquids hot for 12 hours and cold for 48 hours 
•  Powder-coated stainless steel
•  Condensation-free and leakproof
•  Wide opening for adding ice cubes
•  Available in six colours
•  360-degree digital print
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Stainless steel  
water bottles
Personalised water bottles made from  
double-walled stainless steel.

Reusable water bottles are just as popular as ever, especially 
custom printed water bottles like these. Vacuum insulated to keep 
drinks hot for up to 5 hours and cold for up to 15 hours, they’re 
510ml capacity is great for keeping your hydration levels topped up 
on the daily. 

Made from double-walled, high-quality stainless steel for 
durability, our drinking bottles come in four different colours, 
including black, white, silver, blue and red. A leakproof screw-on lid 
protects against surprise spillages, while the exterior is specially 
designed to prevent condensation from forming. 

We use a 360-degree digital printing method to ensure your design 
wraps all the way around the water bottle for maximum impact.

•  510ml capacity
•  Vacuum insulated
•  Keeps liquids hot for 5 hours and cold for 15 hours 
•  Double-walled stainless steel
•  Condensation-free and leakproof
•  Available in five colours
•  360-degree digital print

• 510ml / 17oz  -  2.8 x 10" (7.3 x 25.5cm)

Dimensions
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Personalised 
football cards 
Custom fut cards for football fans.

A perfect gift for kids and adults alike, our personalised 
football cards will bring a smile to the face of any football lover.

Using the latest eco-friendly print technology, our direct-to-
substrate production ensures a vibrant, fine art quality finish 
that’s both UV and fade resistant.

Each card is printed on 3mm thick, robust high-density Foamex 
board, before being matte laminated to give a high-impact 
scratch-proof finish. All our football cards are manufactured in 
the UK, but can be shipped to any global location.

•  Bow and warp resistant
•  Long-lasting colour finish
•  Protective matte laminate 
•  Smudge and scratch proof

•  A5 - 5.8 x 8.3" (14.8 x 21cm) 
•  A4 - 8.3 x 11.7"  (21 x 29.7cm)
•  A3 - 11.7 x 16.5" (29.7 x 42cm)
•  A2 - 16.5 x 23.4" (42 x 59.4cm)
•  A1 - 23.4 x 33.1"  (59.4 x 84.1cm)
•  A0 - 33.1 x 46.8" (84.1 x 118.9 cm)

Dimensions
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Acrylic prisms

Cushions

Curtains

Wall tapestries

Pillow cases

Shower curtains

Bath mats

Premium fleece blankets

Woven blankets 

Pet beds

Dog bandanas

Mugs

Glass cutting boards

Aprons 

Coasters & placemats

Fleece blankets 

Towels

Washbags

Framed cork pin boards

Mouse mats

Gaming mats

Height charts

Gallery boards

Wooden picture stands

Wooden Christmas ornaments

Metal Christmas ornaments

Christmas baubles

Home & living
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Acrylic prisms
Personalised acrylic blocks perfect for a desk 

or mantelpiece.

Make your artwork or photography stand out in these hand 
polished, crystal clear, free standing acrylic blocks. Each 
one-inch thick acrylic prism comes with a high quality, back 
mounted print, to create a dramatic focal point for any desk, 
shelf or mantelpiece.

Acrylic prisms make an ideal gift, letting your customers display 
artwork in a contemporary style without the need for a picture 
frame. The solid, diamond polished edges help display images 
from any angle.

• Thick, robust acrylic protects your photos

• Solid, diamond polished edges

• Perfect for a desk, bookcase or window sill 

• Available in square and rectangular formats

•  4 x 4" (10 x 10cm)
•  5 x 5" (13 x 13cm)
•  4 x 6" (10 x 15cm)
•  5 x 7" (12 x 18cm)

Dimensions

•  6 x 6" (15 x 15cm)
•  6 x 8" (15 x 20cm)

•  8 x 8" (20 x 20cm)
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Faux suede &  
linen cushions
Personalised cushions to enliven any interior. 

Our global throw cushions are handmade to order with a range of 
materials to choose from.

Using your artwork, they are printed on demand in full colour with a full 
bleed. The cushion fabric is created using a dye sublimation print process 
to give superior reproduction quality, with unrivalled durability and 
colour vibrancy. 

Our faux suede cushions are elegant and decorative. Choose to print 
your image front and back, or have a single sided print with a stone 
coloured back and zip. 

Our linen cushions have a soft and luxurious feel. Opt to print your 
bespoke image front and back, or have a single sided print with a white 
coloured back and zip. 

Prodigi print on demand cushions are available in square, oblong, round 
or heart shapes. They can be ordered with our without filling.

Square:       
•  12 x 12" (31 x 31cm)
•  18 x 18" (46 x 46cm)
•  22 x 22" (55 x 55cm)

Rectangular: 
•  19 x 13" (18 x 33cm)

Heart (faux suede cushion): 
•  11" (28cm)
•  15"  (38cm)

Round (faux suede cushion):
•  18" (46cm)

Dimensions
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 Canvas cushions
Handmade personalised canvas throw cushions.

A few carefully designed cushions can easily transform the mood of 
any room. Our global throw cushions are handmade to order using any 
artwork or photograph.

Our popular canvas cushions are printed on demand in full colour with 
a full bleed. The cushion fabric is created using a dye sublimation print 
process to give superior reproduction quality, with unrivalled durability 
and colour vibrancy. 

Prodigi canvas cushions are soft to touch yet hard wearing. Choose to 
print your image front and back, or have a single sided print with a white 
coloured back and zipping.

Canvas cushions are available in square or oblong shapes in a range of 
sizes. They can be ordered with a virgin fibre, 100% polyester filling or 
just as a zippered cover.

•  Features single or double sided print
•  Zippered cover with a fibre or 100% polyester insert
•  Virgin fibre filling is flame retardant and complies to BS 5852 part 2
•  Colour tested to strict regulations

Square:       
•  12 x 12" (31 x 31cm)
•  18 x 18" (46 x 46cm)
•  22 x 22" (55 x 55cm)

Rectangular: 
•  19 x 13" (18 x 33cm)

Dimensions
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Curtains
Bespoke curtains with a sheer or blackout finish.

Featuring a minimal, flat panel style, our print on demand window 
curtains are the perfect way to showcase fabric prints and patterns. 
Choose between a light-filtering sheer curtain made from a lightly 
textured weave for a soft, flowing feel or a sateen twill weave blackout 
curtain for a heavier drape and added privacy.

These custom curtains come with a 4" hemmed rod pocket at the top for 
easy hanging on all standard specification curtain poles and are created 
to industry-standard size and specification. 

We use our specialist dye-sublimation printing to ensure your design 
is recreated in stunning, vibrant colour. All of our custom drapes are 
resistant to creasing, staining and fading.

•  Unpleated, flat panel curtains
•  Available sheer or with blackout lining
•  Comes ready to hang 
•  Industry-standard size and construction
•  Great colour reproduction 
•  Crease, stain and fade resistant
•  Sold as individual panel

•  50 x 84" (127 x 213cm)

Dimensions
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Wall tapestries
Hand-finished custom wall tapestries. 

The ultimate statement piece when it comes to wall decor, our 
custom tapestries are perfect for adding a splash of colour. 

Premium tapestries are available in four different sizes and 
made from durable but lightweight polyester for a luxurious, 
high-end feel. Each custom wall tapestry is then finished with 
hand-sewn hems to help prevent fraying.

Using state-of-the-art dye-sublimation technology, your 
photo or design is printed onto a bright-white base to create  
a unique piece of textured wall art in vibrant, stunning colour.

•  Available in four sizes 
•  Soft polyester 
•  Durable, lightweight fabric 
•  Hand-sewn hems
•  Great colour reproduction  

•  Extra small - 26 x 36" (66 x 92cm)
•  Small - 51 x 60" (130 x 152cm)
•  Medium - 68 x 80" (173 x 203cm)
•  Large - 88 x 104" (224 x 264cm) 

Dimensions
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Pillow cases 
Soft custom pillow cases. 

Expand your personalised bedding collection with these quality 
print on demand pillows.

Our open-ended custom pillow cases are made from cosy,  
wrinkle-resistant polyester and come in both standard and 
king size. 

All personalised pillow cases are double hemmed by hand, with 
your choice of artwork printed edge to edge on both sides of the 
pillow cover using cutting-edge dye-sublimation technology for  
a crisp, vibrant colour.

•   Open ended
•   Soft polyester
•   Wrinkle resistant 
•   Machine washable
•   Available in standard and king size 
•   Hemmed by hand 
•   Great colour reproduction

•  Standard - 30 x 20" (79 x 58cm)
•  King - 38 x 20" (99 x 58cm)

Dimensions
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Shower curtains
Custom printed shower curtains. 

Transform any bathroom with our custom shower curtains, 
designed to prevent splash and protect floors and fittings. 

Made from 100% polyester, our personalised shower curtains 
are durable, easy to clean and water resistant. Each one comes 
with 12 reinforced buttonhole hooks for easy installation and 
are double stitched by hand for added durability.

Your bespoke design is dye-sublimation printed onto  
a bright-white base, giving full edge-to-edge coverage  
and allowing your artwork to be recreated in vivid colour  
that won’t fade over time. The sturdy material is wrinkle,  
tear and mildew resistant. 

•  Durable and hard wearing
•  Easy to clean 
•   Water and mildew resistant (fully waterproof when coupled 

with a PVC shower liner)
•  Comes ready to hang (shower hooks not included)
•  Hand-stitched seams
•  Great colour reproduction

•  71 x 74" (180 x 188cm)

Dimensions
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•  24 x 17" (61 x 43cm)
•  34 x 21" (86 x 53cm)

Dimensions

Bath mats
Custom printed bath mats.

Our custom bath mats are perfect for adding a splash of 
colour to any bathroom. Featuring a microfibre face and a 
non-slip base, their quick-drying memory foam inner helps 
keep feet dry and comfy. 

Using advanced dye-sublimation technology, your design 
is printed edge to edge on an antique white base coating, 
giving all-over print coverage. 

These personalised bath mats are machine washable for 
easy care and convenience while hand-sewn, double-stitched 
edges ensure durability and resistance to fraying.

•  Soft microfibre 
•  Anti-slip base 
•  Memory foam cushioning
•  Great colour reproduction 
•  Machine washable
•  Hand-stitched edges
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•  30 x 40" (76 x 101.5cm)
•  50 x 60" (127 x 152.5cm)
•  60 x 80" (152.5 x 203cm)

Dimensions

Premium fleece 
blankets
Custom premium fleece blankets.

Upgrade your online home and living range with our 
personalised premium fleece blankets. Super soft and fluffy, 
they’re perfect for creating a cosy haven in any home. 

Made from 100% polyester, these print on demand blankets 
come in three sizes – from small to large – and are finished 
with hemmed edges to help prevent unravelling and fraying. 

Each custom printed premium fleece blanket is dye 
sublimated on one side for a vibrant, fade-resistant design.

•  Plush fleece fabric 
•  Available in three sizes
•  Hemmed seams to prevent damage
•  Great colour reproduction
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Woven blankets 
Soft woven cotton throw blankets. 

Made from 100% cotton, our throws boast the finest quality yarn 
stitched in a thermal weave to create a breathable, luxurious finish. 
Perfect for bed or couch, this classic blanket adds a great finishing 
touch to any interior.

Using cutting edge Jacquard loom technology, we offer a 
combination of solid coloured and monochrome yarns to achieve 
over 200 colour finishes. From photographs to graphic designs, we 
can recreate your image with a wide colour gamut and in sharp 
detail.  To prevent fraying, a stunning custom fringe is created from 
the primary colours of the thread, to provide the perfect finishing 
touch to your throw.

Our made on demand blankets are both odour and stain resistant, 
and easy to maintain. They resist wear and tear, as well as being 
hypoallergenic and ideal for sensitive skin.

•   Recreates both photographs and artwork using advanced  
loom technology

•   Odour and stain resistant
•   Hypoallergenic
•   Machine washable and low maintenance
•   Available in three sizes
•   Perfect for both photograph or graphic designs
•   Image matched colourful fringe
•   Comes in three sizes

•  37 x 52" (94 x 132cm)
•  50 x 60" (127 x 152cm)
•  60 x 80" (152 x 203cm)

Dimensions
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Pet beds 
Dropshipped custom pet beds.

Available in a range of sizes, our print on demand pet beds 
provide a cosy spot for any pet to sleep. Made from thick 
canvas material and featuring a heavy duty zip, our pet beds 
are strong and durable to withstand the wear and tear of 
fluffy friends. The bed inner features a polyester insert with a 
virgin fibre (not regenerated) filling that creates a comfortable 
cushioning. 

Your choice of image is printed in excellent quality on the front, 
with a black coloured backing. State of the art dye sublimation 
print technology results in sharp photographic reproduction 
colour fidelity using archival inks. Our inks are colour tested to 
strict regulations.

•  Black backing and heavy duty zip 
•  360gsm canvas material 
•  100% polyester insert 
•   Virgin fibre (not regenerated) filling complies 

to BS 5852 part 2 
•  Colour tested to strict regulations 

•  Small - 21 x 27" (53 x 69cm)
•  Medium - 27 x 37" (68 x 94cm)
•  Large - 39 x 43" (99 x 109cm) 

Dimensions
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Dog bandanas
Custom dog bandanas.

Capitalise on the booming pet accessories market with 
our print on demand dog bandanas – a must-have for any 
personalised pet accessory range.

Made from 100% spun polyester, these high-quality, 
neckerchief-style dog bandanas are weather proof, hard 
wearing, stain resistant, easy to wash and have an adjustable 
tie for a comfy, custom fit. Choose from three different sizes 
designed to suit small, medium and large dog breeds.

All of our personalised dog bandanas are produced using 
our dye-sublimation print technology to ensure your design is 
created in vibrant, fade-resistant colour. Images are printed 
onto the front edge to edge, and finished with double-turned 
and hemmed seams to prevent wear and tear.

•  Polyester jersey
•  Durable, weather proof and stain resistant 
•  Machine washable
•  Self-tie design for a custom fit
•  Available in three sizes
•  Great colour reproduction 
•  Double-turned and hemmed seams to prevent damage

•  S (64 x 20cm)
•  M (80 x 25cm)
•  L (85 x 28cm)

Dimensions
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Metal pet tags
Personalised pet tags in metal with a clear gloss finish.

Custom pet tags are a great way to help keep furry friends safe. An 
essential accessory for any pet owner, they can be custom printed with 
everything from your pet’s name and your contact details to important 
medical information. 

Made from lightweight aluminium with a clear gloss finish, they’re 
perfect for dogs or cats and can be easily attached to pet collars. 
Choose from either a round or bone-shaped metal pet tag to print your 
custom design on. 

We use a high-tech printing process to make our personalised pet tags. 
Printed on demand, your image is dye-sublimated on one side to ensure 
rich, long-lasting colour.

Please note: if your image contains any transparent areas, these will 
appear white in colour.

•  Lightweight aluminium
•  Round or bone shapes
•  Suitable for dogs or cats
•  Attachable to pet collars
•  Single-sided print 
•  Clear gloss finish
•  Great colour reproduction

• Round - 1.3 x 1.5'' (3.2 x 3.9cm)
• Bone -  1.1 x 1.5'' (2.8 x 3.8cm)

Dimensions
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Photo mugs
Custom photo mugs for the perfect cuppa.

Our 11oz ceramic photo mugs have a straight-sided design 
and a crisp white base colour to help make your custom images 
really stand out.

Using a dye sublimation print process, each mug is printed on 
demand with a crisp and vibrant edge-to-edge image and 
finished with a protective polished ceramic glaze.

Our ceramic photo mugs are extremely durable and both 
scratch and chip resistant.

•  Dishwasher friendly
•  11oz capacity
•  Superb quality print
•  Full colour 
•  Excellent photo reproduction

•  8.9 x 3.7" (23 x 9cm)

Dimensions
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Coloured photo mugs
Custom photos mugs in a range of  
bright colours.

Create stunning mugs on demand with your choice of design 
on our 11oz straight sided ceramic mugs. Each printed mug 
comes with a full edge to edge image reproduced with crisp, 
sharp, vibrant clarity, protected by a polished ceramic glaze. 

Our high quality photo mugs are beautiful yet durable and 
have been tested to 100+ dishwasher cycles. This custom 
mug comes in all white or as a white outer with either a black, 
red, yellow, blue, green or pink handle and inner. 

Our ceramic photo mugs are extremely durable and both 
scratch and chip resistant.

•  Tested to 100+ dishwasher cycles 
•  11oz capacity
•  Microwave safe
•  Full top to bottom, full colour, photographic print
•  Choice of inner colours with matching handles

•  8 x 3.8" (20 x 10cm)

Dimensions
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Latte mugs
Custom printed ceramic latte mugs.

Each 12oz print on demand photo mug comes with a full 
edge to edge image. We use dye sublimation printing to 
reproduce your artwork in crisp, vibrant detail, then finish 
with a polished ceramic glaze to protect your design for years 
to come.

Our custom latte mugs have a classic, tapered shape with a 
sleek curved handle to give a stylish, elegant aesthetic.

We use ceramic for its slow heat conduction properties, so 
your customer’s hot drink stays warm for longer. Ceramic 
neither imparts nor absorbs flavours, leaving tea or coffee to 
taste just as it should.

•  Tested to 100+ dishwasher cycles 
•  Microwave safe
•  Full top to bottom, full colour, photographic print
•  Scratch and chip resistant

•  6.6 x 4" (17 x 10cm)

Dimensions
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Large ceramic mugs
Extra large custom ceramic mugs.

Our 15oz custom large mug is perfect for those early 
mornings when a standard mug size just won’t cut it. 

A crisp white ceramic base creates an excellent blank canvas 
for printing vibrant colours. Your artwork is wrapped around 
the outside of the mug, extending to approximately 35mm 
from the sides of the handles. 

Our heat transfer printing process creates a bright, durable 
and glossy print. Our photo mugs are particularly popular for 
ecommerce store owners looking to offer something that bit 
different to include in homeware ranges.

•  Dishwasher friendly
•  Superb quality
•  Crisp white colour
•  Excellent photo reproduction

•  3.7 x 4.8" (9 x 12cm)

Dimensions
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Metal travel mugs
Custom travel mugs, perfect for on the go.

Our 16oz metal travel mug is the best travel companion  
for your customer’s morning commute. This vacuum-sealed, 
double-walled contemporary stainless steel drink-ware will 
keep beverages hot or cold for prolonged periods of time. 

Your image is printed top to bottom on a white base colour  
to ensure bright and beautiful reproduction. 

The mug features a black screw top lid with a convenient 
carry handle and drinking port for easy transportation.

•  Full top to bottom, full colour, photographic print
•  Superb quality finish
•  Keeps drinks hot or cold 
•  Lightweight, durable and elegant

•  2.8 x 7.8" (7 x 20cm)

Dimensions
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Magic photo mugs
Heat activated custom photo mugs.

Watch your image appear as if by magic in our heat sensitive 
11oz photo mug. This magic photo mug appears as a solid 
black mug until a hot drink is poured in, whereby the image 
below begins to be revealed. The process continues from 
bottom to top until the entire design is visible.

Your artwork is printed with crisp, sharp vibrant clarity and 
is protected by a polished ceramic glaze. The image extends 
around the mug until approximately 21mm from the side of 
the handle. This small area will remain white. 

Bleed causes 1mm from the top and 2mm from the bottom 
of the image to be lost. There is also 5mm at the top and 
4mm at the bottom of the mug which is visible but may be 
feathered due to the proximity of the edge. Ensure that no 
critical information such as text is in this area.

•  Heat activated
•  Microwave safe
•  Full colour photographic print 
•  Superb quality
•  Solid black outside

•  3.7 x 4.8" (9 x 12cm)

Dimensions
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Glass cutting boards
Personalised glass cutting boards.

Made from tempered glass, our custom chopping boards 
are highly durable, heat resistant, scratch proof and offer 
crystal-clear clarity. Choose from either a rectangular or 
circular-shaped cutting board to print your design on.

Each personalised chopping board is finished with a chinchilla 
ripple effect and comes with four self-adhesive plastic feet 
designed to prevent it from slipping on kitchen work surfaces 
and protect against damage. 

Images are printed onto a pure-white base coating using 
dye-sublimation technology, ensuring a crisp, colourful result 
to help brighten up any foodie’s meal prep.

•  Toughened glass
•  Heat proof and scratch resistant
•  Perfect clarity 
•  Rectangular and circular shapes
•  Anti-slip base 
•  Great colour reproduction

•  15.3 x 11" (39 x 28cm)
•  11.8 x 11.8" (30 x 30cm)

Dimensions
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Aprons
Personalised chef’s aprons.

Prodigi aprons are ideal for baking, cooking, barbeques and 
more and make the perfect gift for any occasion. We offer both 
adult and children’s aprons that are ‘one size fits all’. 

Our high quality chefs aprons are made using 360gsm 
canvas material and feature a large surface area for printing 
your artwork. We use state of the art dye sublimation print 
technology to create sharp photographic reproduction and 
colour fidelity using archival inks. Colours will stay fresh and 
vibrant and are resistant to fading.

Available with a choice of white or black strap and ties.

•  Adult and child’s sizes available 
•  Made using 360gsm canvas 
•  Perfect gift for any occasion 
•  Colour tested to strict regulations
•  With a choice of white or black strap and ties

•  Child - 19.5 x 20" (50 x 64cm)
•  Adult - 25 x 35" (64 x 89cm)

Dimensions
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Coasters & placemats
Upgrade your home and living range with our 
print on demand coasters and placemats.

Upgrade your home and living range with our print on demand 
coasters and placematsare an ideal addition to your home  
and living collection. 

Made from 4mm thick medium-density fibreboard, these 
custom coasters and placemats are finished with a high-shine 
gloss and have a protective cork underside. 

Coasters and placemats can be customised with your own 
design, with images printed onto a pure-white base using  
dye-sublimation technology for a crisp, vibrant colour.  
Pair together for the perfect dining set.

Please note: colours may appear warmer once printed due  
to base material.

•  Single or set of 2, 4, 6
•  4mm thick medium-density fibreboard
•  High-gloss finish
•  Protective cork backing
•  Great colour reproduction 

Coaster
•  4 x 4" (10 x 10cm)

Placemat
•  11 x 8" (28.5 x 20cm)

Dimensions
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Blankets
Cosy, custom blankets perfect for homeware 
collections.

Our personalised fleece blankets are made from a super soft 
285gsm single layer of plush fleece material.   

Each blanket is produced using state of the art dye sublimation 
printing with archival inks. The blankets are then stitched along the 
outer edge for a professional and handmade finish.   

Standard print on demand fleece blankets are available in three 
sizes with a choice of white, pastel blue or pastel pink backing.   

We also offer a ‘giant’ fleece blanket that has a white reverse. On 
this super large, cosy blanket you can print multiple images or 
one large one - the choice is yours! Pair with our throw cushions to 
complement your interior designs. 

Photo fleece:

•  28 x 28" (71 x 71cm)
•  26 x 40" (55 x 102cm)
•  40 x 60" (102 x 152cm)

Giant fleece:

•  59 x 94" (150 x 240cm)

Dimensions
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Towels
Custom cotton beach towels.
Our print on demand beach towels are printed full colour, edge 
to edge. Dye sublimation print technology is used to ensure 
images are sharp with colours that are crisp and vibrant. 
Perfect for gifting or as a complementary accessory for 
homeware ranges.  

The towels have two distinct sides. Your artwork is printed 
on 100% microfibre with a plush, smooth finish and soft 
absorbency. The reverse consists of traditional white towelling 
made from 100% cotton. 

Our premium towels are high quality with 400gsm of towelling 
material.

•  Plush material with a smooth finish
•  Super soft and absorbent
•  100% traditional cotton towelling on reverse
•  400gsm towel material

•  28 x 55" (70 x 140cm) 

•  31 x 63" (80 x 160cm)

Dimensions
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Wash bags 
Personalised make up and wash bags. 

These versatile wash bags can be used as toiletry bags or 
makeup bags, ideal for either home or travel. The small size can 
even be used as a designer pencil case blank!  

The wash bags feature a full photo upload. They are made 
from a quality 100% polyester canvas material that makes an 
excellent base for printing.   

Ink is dye sublimated directly into the fabric creating a durable 
and fade-resistant print.   

These superior custom wash bags are finished with a premium 
white zipper and have a luxurious look and feel.

•  Finished with premium zip 
•  Colour tested to strict regulations
•  Full photo upload 
•  Available in a choice of sizes; small, medium and large

•  Small - 5 x 9" (13 x 24cm)
•  Medium - 6 x 11" (16 x 29cm)
•  Large - 9 x 13" (22 x 33cm)

Dimensions
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Framed cork pin boards
Personalised cork pin boards.

Expand your e-commerce home and living range with our print  
on demand cork pin boards – great for custom printing with 
colourful designs, artwork and photos, or even transforming  
into personalised maps.

Made from 10mm thick cork to prevent push pins (included)  
from piercing through and scratching walls, these custom cork  
pin boards come framed and ready to hang. Their super-smooth, 
fine-grained texture provides the perfect printing surface,  
while the cork boards themselves are highly elastic and  
shatter resistant.

Using cutting-edge print technology, images are printed  
onto each custom cork board with UV inks for a vibrant, 
photorealistic finish.

•   Extra-thick cork prevents push pins (included) from  
damaging walls 

•   Comes framed and ready to hang
•   Optimal texture for printing 
•   Elastic and resistant to shattering 
•   Great colour reproduction

•  7.9 x 5.9" (20 x 15cm) to 24 x 35" (60 x 90cm)

Dimensions

Available in black, white, natural, brown, silver and gold.
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Mouse mats
Custom mouse mats.

Tick office accessories off your list of things to sell in your 
online store with Prodigi print on demand mouse mats, 
compatible with both optical and laser mice. 

Our personalised mouse mats benefit from a non-slip base 
to help keep them from sliding on desk surfaces. Made from 
3mm thick neoprene for super-soft cushioning, each one 
features a smooth, pill-resistant microtexture surface to 
ensure precise mouse control. 

Artwork is printed onto a pure-white base using dye-
sublimation technology for a crisp, colourful result, while 
overlocked seams prevent the corners from catching.

•  3mm thickness
•  Neoprene cushioning
•  Supports optical and laser mice 
•  Resistant to pilling
•  Accurate mouse control 
•  Anti-slip base
•  Great colour reproduction 
•  Overlocked seams

•  9.5" x 8" (24cm x 20.3cm)

Dimensions
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Gaming mats
Custom gaming mats. 

Prodigi print on demand gaming mats are perfect for customers 
looking for customised gaming accessories. Measuring 31" in 
length, these extended gaming mouse pads support both optical 
and laser mice. 

Our personalised gaming mats are made from 3mm thick 
neoprene for comfy cushioning and feature a smooth, pill-resistant 
microtexture surface to ensure precise mouse control. A non-slip 
base helps keep them from sliding on surfaces during use.

Artwork is printed onto a pure-white base using dye-sublimation 
technology to ensure a crisp, colourful result, while overlocked 
seams prevent fraying at the corners.

•  3mm thickness
•  Neoprene cushioning
•  Supports optical and laser mice 
•  Resistant to pilling
•  Accurate mouse control 
•  Anti-slip base
•  Great colour reproduction 
•  Overlocked seams

•  15" x 31" (38cm x 78.7cm)

Dimensions
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Height chart
Personalised children’s height charts.

Perfect for children’s bedrooms, these beautiful hanging height 
charts are available in a range of finishes and sizes.

Choose from either a heavyweight paper or canvas print, 
supplied with a hand-crafted solid wooden top and bottom for 
easy hanging.

The high-quality Giclée print ensures your chart is both fade 
and tear resistant.

Available in a variety of colours including black, white and 
natural oak, the smart and stylish wooden hangers come with 
a discrete magnetic fastening to prevent fray, and keeps your 
height chart perfectly secure.

Please note: height chart does not include measurements.

•   Available in a choice of 20 or 30cm widths, and 120 or 150cm tall
•   Printed on your choice of quality paper or canvas
•   Supplied with sturdy wooden frames and a tube for easy storage
•   Choose from black, white or natural oak wooden hangers
•   Comes ready to hang with colour-coordinated hanging cords
•   Strong magnetic clasp keeps prints secure

•  7.8 x 47.2" (20 x120cm)
•  11.8 x 47.2" (30 x 120cm)
•  7.8 x 59" (20 x 150cm)
•  11.8 x 59" (30 x 150cm)

Dimensions
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Gallery boards 
Affordable, lightweight and versatile.

These lightweight print on demand gallery boards are perfect 
for displaying artwork at an affordable price. Your photograph 
or image is printed onto watercolour textured art boards 
creating a beautiful and professional finish, with the look and 
feel of an original piece.

Our boards are 1.8mm thick and sturdy enough to be propped 
up. Each board comes with four 3M velcro dots for easy 
application to display the boards on walls. They can also be 
repositioned easily.

Every gallery board comes individually wrapped in a protective 
biodegradable OPP bag, making them ideal for retail selling.

• 1.8mm thick watercolour textured board 

• Four 3M velcro dots per board

• Lightweight and versatile

•  4 x 6" (10 x 15cm)
•  6 x 6" (15 x 15cm)
•  5 x 7" (13 x 18cm)
•  8 x 8" (20 x 20cm)

Dimensions

•  10 x 10" (25 x 25cm)
•  10 x 12" (25 x 31cm)
•  11 x 14" (28 x 36cm)
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Wooden picture 
stands 
Handmade wooden picture stands for mini 
art prints.

Our wooden picture stands are each individually crafted in the 
UK from solid, oiled oak. With clean elegant lines the design is 
timeless and simple, to complement any desk or mantelpiece. 

Primarily designed for use with our gallery board prints, 
our wooden picture stands are also perfect for displaying 
postcards, greetings cards, photographs and any other types 
of small art print. Just slide your print into the secure angled 
groove to display your picture at the perfect viewing aspect. 
Ideal for people who like to rotate and refresh the images they 
have on display.

The picture stands are available with two size width bases - 
9cm and 16.5cm - and can easily support prints up to 40cm in 
height. The base groove is circa 3mm to support a variety of 
printed materials.

•  Solid wood, oiled to give a premium finish
•  Handmade in the UK by local craftsmen
•  Compatible with a wide variety of materials
•  Available in two sizes
•  Support prints up to 40cm in height

•  Small - 3.5 x 2.8" (9 x 7cm)
•  Medium - 6.5 x 2.8" (17 x 7cm)

Dimensions
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Wooden Christmas 
tree ornaments
Personalised Christmas tree decorations 
in natural wood finish.

Forget the fairy lights and tinsel – it’s the decorations that 
really make a Christmas tree. Doubling up as sentimental 
keepsakes, our personalised wooden Christmas decorations 
are great for marking special occasions like first Christmases 
and new homes, or even for immortalising pets. 

Crafted from natural plywood, these Christmas tree 
ornaments come with an adjustable red ribbon tie for a 
traditional festive look. Choose from either a round or 
rectangle wooden ornament to print your custom design on. 

Printed on demand, images are dye-sublimated using cutting-
edge printing technology for a vivid, fade-resistant print.

Please note: if your image contains any white colour, these 
areas won’t be printed and will instead show the ornament’s 
natural wood backing.

•  Natural plywood
•  Adjustable red ribbon tie
•  Round or rectangle shapes
•  Double-sided print
•  Great colour reproduction

•  Round - 2.8 x 2.8'' (7 x 7cm
•  Rectangle - 2.8 x 3.94'' (7 x 10cm)

Dimensions
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Metal Christmas tree 
ornaments
Personalised Christmas tree decorations in 
metal with a clear gloss finish.

Christmas just got customisable with these personalised metal 
Christmas decorations. Perfect for hanging on the tree to mark 
special occasions like first Christmases and new homes – or 
even for immortalising pets – they double up as sentimental 
keepsakes that can be cherished for years to come. 

Made from lightweight aluminium with a clear gloss finish, our 
Christmas tree ornaments have an adjustable red ribbon tie 
for that classic festive touch. Choose from either a round or 
rectangle metal ornament to print your custom design on. 

Printed on demand, images are dye-sublimated using cutting-
edge printing technology for a vivid, fade-resistant print.

Please note: if your image contains any transparent areas, 
these will appear white in colour.

•   Lightweight aluminium
•   Adjustable red ribbon tie
•   Round or rectangle shapes
•   Double-sided print
•   Clear gloss finish
•   Great colour reproduction

•  Round - 3.0 x 3.4'' (7.6 x 8.6cm)
•  Rectangle - 2.8 x 3.94'' (7 x 10cm)

Dimensions
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Christmas baubles
Personalised Christmas baubles.

Is it even Christmas without some personalised Christmas 
decorations? Prep your online store for the festive season 
with our print on demand baubles – perfect for adding 
a personal touch to any tree. Think everything from first 
Christmases and new homes to immortalising furry friends. 

Made from shatterproof plastic, these Christmas tree 
decorations are ideal for families with young children or pets. 
They have a clear finish, come with a red velvet ribbon for easy 
hanging and can be ordered with either a gold or silver cap.  

We use state-of-the art digital printing technology to 
recreate your custom design, ensuring a high-quality, 
photorealistic finish that lasts year after year.

•  Shatterproof plastic 
•  Transparent finish 
•  Red velvet ribbon for easy hanging
•  Gold or silver cap options 
•  Double-sided print
•  High-quality digital print

•  3.4 x 3.8" (8.5 x 9.7cm)

Dimensions
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Clocks
Personalised clocks.

Expand your print on demand homeware offering with these 
personalised wall clocks. Made from natural bamboo for a 
modern, on-trend take on the traditional timepiece, they’re 
great for customising any space – from kitchens and home 
offices to living rooms. 

Available in a black, white or natural frame colour with either 
black or white hands, our custom clocks are finished with a 
Plexiglas lens for crystal-clear transparency and added break 
resistance. They also come ready to hang, thanks to a built-in 
rear hook. 

Prodigi bamboo wall clocks are printed using the latest  
dye-sublimation technology. Your custom design is sublimated 
onto an aluminium face to ensure a bright, long-lasting print.

•  Natural bamboo 
•  Round face
•  Available in three colours
•  Black or white hand options
•  Clear Plexiglas lens
•  Comes ready to hang
•  1 x AA battery required (not included)
•  Great colour reproduction

•  10 x 10'' (25.5 x 25.5cm ) diameter

Dimensions
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Unisex t-shirts

Unisex 3/4-Sleeve Baseball T-shirt
Bella+Canvas 3200

Classic baseball style tee with contrast coloured raglan 
sleeves and neck trim.

Available colours:

Available sizes:  
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL 

Baseball

Available colours:

Classic Unisex T-shirt
Bella+Canvas 3001

Classic short sleeve t-shirt offering a perfect combination 
of affordability, comfort, quality and fit. Made from soft 
and lightweight cotton. 

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL

Classic
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Classic

Available colours:

Unisex Lightweight T-shirt
Anvil 980 

Classic t-shirt with a relaxed fit and tubular construction. 
Made from soft touch cotton.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL 

Available colours:

Unisex Ultra Cotton T-shirt
Gildan 2000

Classic fit, heavyweight customisable t-shirt made from 100% 
cotton. With a crew neck style and tubular construction.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL

Available colours:

Unisex Softstyle T-Shirt
Gildan 64000

This semi-fitted, short sleeve custom t-shirt is a 
lightweight, everyday essential. Made from soft, 
stretchy ring-spun cotton.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL 
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Classic

Available colours:

Unisex Heavy Cotton T-Shirt
Gildan 5000

A durable, heavyweight cotton t-shirt with a classic fit. 
Featuring a crew taped neck and shoulders. 

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL

Available colours:

Unisex Short Sleeve T-Shirt
Delta 11730

Great combination of quality and affordability. With a 
relaxed fit, crew neck and short set in sleeves.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL

Available colours:

Unisex Surf T-shirt
Delta 19100

An athletic fit soft style tee with effortless style. Made 
using comfortable ring-spun cotton.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL 
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Classic

Available colours:

Unisex Classic Jersey T-Shirt
Continental EP01 

This classic t-shirt is made from 100% combed organic cotton. 
It has a relaxed, modern fit with a crew neck.

Available sizes: 
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Available colours:

Unisex Salvage Classic Fit T-Shirt
Continental SA01 

Classic t-shirt made from 100% recycled material. It makes 
an excellent addition to sustainable apparel collections. 

Available sizes: 
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL 

Available colours:

Unisex Cotton Crew T-shirt
Next Level 3600

Short sleeve tee with a classic fit and crew neck. Made from a 
comfortable, lightweight combed and ring-spun cotton.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
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Available colours: Available colours:Available colours:

Unisex Creator T-Shirt
Stanley/Stella STTU755 

This custom unisex t-shirt is crafted from organic cotton jersey 
with a brushed finish for a super-soft, breathable feel against 
the skin. Each eco-friendly print on demand t-shirt features 
short sleeves, a ribbed crew neck and double-stitched seams. 

Unisex Fuser T-Shirt
Stanley/Stella STTU759

This eco-friendly tee features short sleeves with dropped 
shoulders for a slouchy, relaxed fit. A ribbed crew neck helps 
keep the collar from losing its shape, while double-stitched 
seams prevent unravelling. 

Unisex Rocker T-Shirt
Stanley/Stella STTU758

The eco-friendly Stanley/Stella Rocker t-shirt has short 
sleeves, a ribbed crew neck and double-stitched sleeve and 
bottom hems. A great everyday essential, this custom t-shirt’s 
tubular construction adds to its cool, undone aesthetic. 

Available sizes: 
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL

Available sizes: 
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL

Available sizes: 
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL

Classic
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Available colours:

Unisex Blaster T-Shirt
Stanley/Stella STTU815

This oversized, eco-friendly tee is made from 100% organic 
combed cotton with double-stitched hems and a ribbed 
mock neck. The thick jersey fabric provides built-in cosiness. 
Dropped shoulders help play up the oversized silhouette. 

Available sizes: 
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL

Classic

Available colours:

Unisex Creator Vintage T-Shirt
Stanley/Stella STTU831

This soft and breathable t-shirt is cut with short sleeves,  
a ribbed crew neck and double-stitched sleeve and bottom 
hems. The vintage-inspired faded effect gives the t-shirt  
a worn-in look and feel that becomes stronger over time. 

Available sizes: 
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
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Long sleeved

Available colours:

Unisex Ultra Cotton Long Sleeve T-shirt
Gildan 2400

This long sleeve cotton t-shirt is a winter essential. Featuring a 
classic fit, crew neck and ribbed cuffs. 

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 4XL, 5XL 

Available colours:

Unisex Long Sleeve T-Shirt
Bella+Canvas 3501

Long sleeve tee made from combed and ring-spun cotton 
that has a supremely soft touch feel.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Long body

Available colours:

Unisex Longline T-shirt
Bella+Canvas 3006

This non-branded cotton t-shirt is ideal for retail. It has a 
modern, longline fit with a crew neck and short sleeves.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL  
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Tank tops

Available colours:

Unisex Softstyle Tanktop
Gildan 64200

Softstyle tanktop made from stretchy and comfortable 
ring-spun cotton. With eurofit style and a rounded neck. 

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Available colours:

Unisex Triblend T-shirt 
Bella+Canvas 3413

Modern style tee made from soft triblend fabric. With a 
loose fitting unisex style, side seams and a crew neck.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL 

Triblend

Available colours:

Unisex Triblend 3/4 Raglan T-shirt
Next Level 6051

Baseball style longer sleeved raglan t-shirt made from 
a soft triblend fabric.

Available sizes: 
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL
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V-neck

Available colours:

Unisex V-Neck T-shirt
Bella+Canvas 3005

Unisex v-neck t-shirt with short sleeves and a slightly longer 
fit. Made from combed and ring-spun cotton.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL 

Available colours:

Unisex Softstyle V-Neck T-shirt
Gildan 64V00

Fashion tee with semi-fitted style and mitred v-neck collar. 
Made from 100% super soft ring-spun cotton.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
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Unisex hoodies

Available colours:

Unisex French Terry Hoodie
Delta 97200

This soft and medium weight custom French terry hoodie has a 
front pouch pocket and dyed to match drawcord.

Available sizes: 
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Pullover hoodies

Available colours:

Unisex Heavyweight Fleece Hoodie
Delta 99200

Pullover hoodie made from a soft heavyweight fleece. 
With a front pouch pocket, rib cuffs and a dyed to 
match drawcord.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
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Pullover hoodies

Available colours:

Unisex College Hoodie
AWDis JH001

Modern hoodie with a loose fit style and unisex sizing. Made 
from a medium weight fabric with a soft cotton facing front.

 

Available sizes: 
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Available colours:

Unisex Drummer Pullover Hoodie
Stanley/Stella STSU812

Crafted from 85% brushed organic cotton and 15% recycled 
polyester, this eco-friendly hoodie is the ultimate comfy-cool 
staple and is finished with long sleeves, a jersey-lined hood and 
ribbed trims for added reinforcement. 

Available sizes: 
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL

Available colours:

Unisex Cruiser Pullover Hoodie
Stanley/Stella STSU822

The eco-friendly hoodie is made from 85% brushed organic 
cotton and 15% recycled polyester. Crafted from a washed, 
fleece-back fabric with a premium suedette finish and finished 
with long sleeves, a double-layered hood and ribbed trims.

Available sizes: 
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
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Pullover hoodies

Available colours:

Unisex French Terry Zip Hoodie
Delta 97300

Lightweight, comfy hoodie made from soft French terry 
jersey. With a YKK branded nylon zipper and dyed to 
match drawcord.

Available sizes:
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Available colours:

Unisex Heavyweight Fleece Zip Hoodie
Delta 99300 

Full zip hoodie made from a soft heavyweight fleece. It 
has a front pouch pocket, rib cuffs and a dyed to match 
drawcord.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL 

Available colours:

Unisex Zip Up Hoodie
AWDis JH050

Modern custom hoodie with a semi concealed zipper, 
double fabric hood and a front pocket pouch.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
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Unisex 
sweatshirts

Available colours:

Unisex French Terry Crew Sweatshirt
Delta 97100

This sweatshirt has a classic fit and crew neck style. It’s made 
from a lightweight French terry material. 

Available sizes: 
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Available colours:

Unisex Heavyweight Fleece Crew 
Sweatshirt
Delta 99100

A thick and luxurious crew neck sweatshirt. Made from a soft 
blend of ring-spun fleece cotton and polyester.

Available sizes:
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL 
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Available colours:

Unisex Sweatshirt
AWDis JH030

Classic print on demand sweatshirt is made from a soft 
cotton facing fabric. It has a stylish fit and crew neck.

Available sizes: 
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL

Available colours:

Unisex Changer Sweatshirt
Stanley/Stella STSU823

Crafted from 85% brushed organic cotton and 15% recycled 
polyester, this eco-friendly sweatshirt is perfect for comfy-
casual dressing and is finished with long sleeves, a ribbed crew 
neck and ribbed trims for added reinforcement.

Available sizes: 
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL, 4XL

Sweatshirts
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Men’s t-shirts

Available colours:

Premium Men’s T-Shirt
AS Colour 5001

Classic style t-shirt with a crew neck and short sleeves. 
Made from a super soft touch premium combed cotton.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL 

Classic

Available colours:

Men's Sparker T-Shirt
Stanley/Stella STTM559 

Crafted from thick organic cotton jersey with a cosy brushed 
finish, this eco-friendly print on demand t-shirt is cut with 
short sleeves for that classic tee shape and features a 
ribbed crew neck and double-stitched seams. 

Available sizes: 
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL
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Available colours:

Men’s Long Body Urban T-Shirt
Bella+Canvas 3006

Print unique designs on this great quality Bella+Canvas men’s 
long body urban tee. Designed in urban streetwear style with 
a relaxed fit.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Long body

Available colours:

Men’s Short Sleeve Polo Shirt
B&C PU409

Traditional polo style tee with a regular fit. Made from 
ring-spun cotton and woven in piqué for a luxurious feel.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL 

Polo shirts

Available colours:

Men’s Shuffler Long Sleeved T-shirt
Stanley/Stella  STTM560

Perfect for your everyday rotation, each blank eco-
friendly t-shirt is  made from breathable organic cotton 
with a brushed, soft-touch finish.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL 

Long sleeved
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Available colours:

Men's Flyer Pullover Hoodie
Stanley/Stella STSM565

A pullover hoodie finished in soft, suedette fabric. Made from 
a combination of organic cotton and recycled polyester. and 
comes with adjustable drawcords for a custom fit.
 

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, XXL

Men's  
hoodies
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Women’s t-shirts

Available colours:

Women’s Relaxed T-Shirt
Bella+Canvas 6400

Relaxed jersey t-shirt with an effortless style. It has a classic 
crew neck, short sleeves and a side seam construction.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL 

Relaxed Classic

Available colours:

Women’s Heavy Cotton T-Shirt
Gildan 5000L

Semi-fitted t-shirt made from 100% jersey cotton. 
With a scoop neck style, near-capped sleeves and 
taped shoulders.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
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Available colours:

Women’s Softstyle T-Shirt
Gildan 64000L

Fitted, short sleeve tee with crew neck style and side seam 
construction. Made from soft and stretchy ring-spun cotton.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Classic

Women’s Favourite T-Shirt
Bella+Canvas 6004

Classic t-shirt with a slim feminine fit, crew neck and short 
sleeves. Made from superior combed and ring-spun cotton.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Available colours:

Women’s Expresser T-Shirt
Stanley/Stella STTW032

Cut with short sleeves, a ribbed scoop neck and double-stitched 
seams for durability, this close-fitting t-shirt comes in 27 colours. 
A combed finish gives it a super-soft-touch feel, while the 100% 
cotton content makes it highly breathable. 

Available sizes: 
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Available colours:

Scoop
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Women’s Chiller T-Shirt
Stanley/Stella STTW036

A lightweight and breathable tee, this t-shirt is made from 
100% brushed organic cottonand is part of our eco-friendly 
range. Short sleeves with dropped shoulders gives this t-shirt  
a relaxed fit with just the right amount of slouch.

Women’s Jazzer T-Shirt
Stanley/Stella STTW039

Super soft, breathable and lightweight, this premium custom 
t-shirt comes in 15 colours. The short sleeves give this tee a 
classic shape, while a ribbed scoop neck and double-stitched 
seams prevent stretching and add durability. 

Available sizes: 
XS, S, M, L, XL

Available sizes: 
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL

Available colours:Available colours:

Scoop

Available colours:

Premium Women’s Scoop Neck T-Shirt
AS Colour 4008

Lightweight and stylish women’s t-shirt with a feminine 
scooped neck. Made from soft combed cotton.

Available sizes: 
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL
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Women’s Rounder T-Shirt
Stanley/Stella STTW112

Part of our eco-friendly range. Made from 100% brushed 
organic cotton. This lightweight, slubby jersey t-shirt has a 
combed finish for added softness, short dolman sleeves with 
turned-up cuffs, open side splits and double-stitched seams.

Available sizes: 
XS, S, M, L, XL

Available colours:

Scoop

Women’s V-Neck T-shirt
Bella+Canvas 6035

Stylish v-neck t-shirt with a slim, feminine fit. Made from 
lightweight and soft airlume combed and ring-spun cotton. 

Available colours:

Available sizes:
S, M, L, XL, 2XL

V-neck

Women’s Evoker T-Shirt
Stanley/Stella STTW023

Crafted from 100% brushed organic cotton, this lightweight 
t-shirt is part of our eco-friendly print range. Soft to touch and 
highly breathable, these custom t-shirts feature a clean v-neck, 
short sleeves and double-stitched sleeve and bottom hems.

Available sizes: 
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Available colours:
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Available colours: Available colours:

Women’s Softstyle V-Neck T-shirt
Gildan 64V00L

Softstyle t-shirt with a feminine, fitted silhouette and side 
seam construction. With a mitred v-neck collar.

Women’s Dancer tank top
Stanley/Stella  STTW038

A cropped tank top made from 100% combed organic cotton. 
It is breathable and has a super-soft, brushed surface feel.

Available sizes: 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Available sizes: 
XS, M, L, XL, XL

V-neck Tank top
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Available colours:

Women’s College Hoodie
AWDis JH001F

Hoodie with a double fabric hood and self-colour drawcord. 
Made using a soft blend of polyester and ring-spun cotton. 

Available sizes: 
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL 

Women’s hoodies
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Available colours:

Baby Fine Jersey Bodysuit
LAT Apparel 4424

This soft lap shoulder bodysuit has short sleeves and a three 
snap closure. It’s made from combed and ring-spun cotton 
that is cosy and soft to touch.

Available sizes: 
New Born, 3-6M, 6-12M, 12-18M, 18-24M, 24M

Bodysuits

Available colours:

Baby Long Sleeve Bodysuit
LAT Apparel 4411

This soft lap shoulder bodysuit has long sleeves and a three 
snap closure. It’s made from combed and ring-spun cotton 
that is cosy and soft to touch. 

Available sizes: 
New Born, 3-6M, 6-12M, 12-18M, 18-24M
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Kid’s t-shirts

Baby Fine Jersey T-shirt
LAT Apparel 3322

This baby fine jersey t-shirt has a crew neck and short sleeves. 
It’s made from super soft ring-spun cotton that keep little ones 
comfortable and cosy. 

Available colours:

Available sizes: 
3-6M, 6-12M, 12-18M, 18-24M 

Baby

Kid’s Fine Jersey T-shirt
LAT Apparel 3321

This quality t-shirt is made from combed and ring-spun fine 
jersey cotton. It has a crew neck and side seam construction. 

Available colours:

Available sizes: 
2Y, 4Y

Classic
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Kid’s Fine Jersey T-shirt
LAT Apparel 6101 

This t-shirt has a regular fit and crew neck. It’s made from 
quality combed and ring-spun fine cotton jersey. 

Available colours:

Available sizes: 
4-5Y, 6-8Y, 9-10Y, 11-12Y, 13-14Y

Classic

Kid’s Softstyle T-Shirt
Gildan 64000B

One of our best print on demand youth t-shirts. This very 
popular softstyle children’s tee is both cool and comfortable.

Mini Creator T-Shirt
Stanley/Stella STTK909

This eco-friendly t-shirt is crafted from organic cotton jersey 
with a brushed finish for a super-soft, breathable feel against 
the skin. Each print on demand t-shirt features short sleeves, 
a ribbed crew neck and double-stitched seams.

Available colours: Available colours:

Available sizes: 
XS, S, M, L, XL 

Available sizes: 
3-4Y (98-104cm) through to 12-14Y (152-164cm) 
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Kid’s hoodies

Available colours: Available colours:

Kid’s Hoodie
AWDis JH001J

Pullover hoodie with a front pocket pouch and a small hidden 
opening for an earphone cord feed. Made from comfortable 
soft ringspun cotton.

Kid’s Mini Cruiser Hoodie
Stanley/Stella STSK911

This eco-friendly kids’ hoodie is made from 85% brushed 
organic cotton and 15% recycled polyester. Crafted from a 
washed, fleece-back fabric with a suede-like finish tis hoodie 
has long sleeves, a jersey-lined hood and ribbed trims.

Available sizes: 
3-4Y, 5-6Y, 7-8Y, 9-11Y, 12-13Y

Available sizes: 
3-4Y (98-104cm) through to 12-14Y (152-164cm)
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Available colours: Available colours:

Kid’s Sweatshirt
AWDis JH030J 

Classic fit crew neck custom sweatshirt. Made from a soft and 
comfortable cotton polyester blend. 

Kid’s Mini Changer Sweatshirt
Stanley/Stella STSK913

A classic-cut sweatshirt with a faux-suede finish for a  
super-soft feel. Made from a mix of organic cotton and 
recycled polyester. Features ribbed, stretch-resistant trims  
and a brushed, fleece-touch reverse.

Available sizes: 
3-4Y, 5-6Y, 7-8Y, 9-11Y, 12-13Y

Available sizes: 
3-4Y (98-104cm) through to 12-14Y (152-164cm)

Kid’s sweatshirts
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Canvas tote bags
Eco friendly canvas tote bag.

Our custom printed canvas tote bags are perfect for all eco 
friendly shoppers wanting a durable tote for everyday use. 
Our easy to fold bags are made from a hard wearing 360gsm 
canvas, plus feature 26" sturdy black handles.

They are dye sublimation printed, giving full coverage on both 
sides of the bag should you wish. Our state of the art printing 
technology results in sharp photographic reproduction and 
colour fidelity using archival inks. 

•  360gsm canvas
•  Can use full bleed images
•  Robust 26" (66cm) black handles 
•  Colour tested to strict regulations 

•  14 x 18.5" (36 x 47cm) 

Dimensions
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Light woven tote bag
Custom tote bags made from 100% organic 
cotton.
Perfect for merch sellers, these lightweight tote bags from 
Stanley/Stella are made from a plain cotton weave for a clean 
and understated look. 

Available to order in 15 colours, they have a double-folded 
top and reinforced handles for added strength and durability. 
You can also easily clean your custom tote bags in the washing 
machine at 30°C.

Stanley/Stella cotton tote bags are part of our eco collection, 
making them a great product for eco-conscious shoppers. As 
well as being made from 100% organic cotton, they’re also 
vegan-friendly, printed with water-based inks and delivered in 
plastic-free packaging. 

Blank for adding your own design, we use direct-to-garment 
print technology to reproduce your images in crisp, clear detail 
on one side of the tote bag. Once printed, your woven tote 
bags will then be packaged and dropshipped direct to your 
customers.

•  Woven tote bags made from 100% organic cotton
•  Lightweight but durable
•  Twin handles 
•  Choice of 15 colours 
•  Machine washable
•  Single-sided print

•  14.5 x 16.5" (37 x 42cm)

Dimensions
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Shopping bags
Reusable bi-stretch shopping bags.

Our print on demand shopping bags are made of 170gsm  
bi-stretch spun polyester fabric that is strong and flexible.  
They have an 18" long, sturdy canvas strap that is available  
in either black or white.  

Our shopping bags feature a double-sided full bleed photo 
upload. State of the art dye sublimation print technology 
results in sharp photographic reproduction and colour fidelity 
using archival inks. The bags are lining free to make an ideal 
lightweight shopper that can be folded up and stored inside  
a handbag.

As part of our global product range, our shopping bags can  
be printed and dropshipped to any location in the world.

•  170gsm bi-stretch material 
•  Full bleed print coverage
•  Sturdy 18" (45.7cm) canvas handle in black 
•  Colour tested to strict regulations 

•  16 x 20" (41 x 51cm)

Dimensions
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Premium face mask
Double layer premium facemask with size 
adjustable ear loops.

No online store could be complete right now without reusable 
face masks. Sales of premium masks continue to boom and 
there is a real desire for quirky, unique designs. 

Our premium printable Oeko-Tex certified cotton and polyester 
mask is a great product to include in any custom accessories 
collection. This high quality, dual layered mask comes with size 
adjustable ear loops and a flexible metal nose bracket. We use 
a sublimation printing process to ensure the colours of your 
design will penetrate deep into the fabric of the mask. This 
process guarantees your image will not lose any quality even 
after repeated washing.

•  Adjustable ear loops for a secure fit
•  Flexible metal bracket adapts to your nose shape
•  High-definition quality print for your artwork
•  100% Oeko-Tex lightweight cotton
•  Dual layer design

•  8.2 x 5.9" (21 x 15cm)

Dimensions
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Pure face mask
Double layer custom face mask with  
ear loops.

A non-medical face mask available with localised production 
in the USA, UK, and Australia. This simple mask comes with 
shorter white straps, ensuring a snug fit on the face.

Produced from two layers of fabric - a polyester and spandex 
mix - for the optimal comfort with a snug fit. We use a 
sublimation print process on the outside so that the colours of 
your design penetrate deep into the fabric of the mask. It’s a 
printing process which guarantees your image or design will not 
lose any quality even after repeated washing.

•  Two layers of soft polyester with spandex
•   Over-ear white elastic straps for a snug fit over mouth  

and nose
•   High definition dye sublimation printing for best quality  

print finish

•  7.25 x 4.6" (19 x 12cm)

Dimensions
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Socks
Our customisable socks are soft and 
comfortable with just the right amount  
of stretch.

Our custom socks are 100% polyester to offer a snug fit  
that provides good arch support and retains its form wash  
after wash.

Polyester is the perfect choice for those undertaking sports 
activities, as the sturdy fabric protects feet whilst also helping 
to wick away moisture and sweat. Our socks are lightweight, 
durable and less likely to bunch up. They’ll also keep feet dry 
and warm.

These high quality socks also offer a pure white base to print 
onto. We use dye sublimation technology to ensure a vibrant, 
long lasting finish that’s wrinkle, fade and stain resistant.

•  100% polyester
•  Silky soft, comfortable and long lasting
•   Pure white in colour, perfect for great design colour 

reproduction 
•  Stylish black heel and toe
•  Wrinkle, stain and fade resistant
•  Quick drying and moisture-wicking to keep feet dry and cosy

•  Medium - shoe size 37–40 (4.5-6.5) 
•  Large - shoe size 39–44 (6-10)

Sizes
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Patches
Custom patches for apparel or accessories.

Prodigi print on demand fabric patches are versatile and  
hard-wearing, perfect for enhancing apparel or accessories 
such as bags, hats, jackets and t-shirts.

Made from high-quality spun polyester, our custom badges are 
both heat sealed and overlocked, to protect against cracking, 
peeling and fraying. 

Using our advanced dye sublimation print technology, your 
artwork is heat sealed into the fabric, to provide a long lasting 
vibrant colour finish that’s both weather and fade resistant. 

Our patches are available in a variety of sizes and shapes,  
in either a sew-on or iron-on format.

•  Overlocked edges to prevent fray
•  Heat sealed to protect against cracking, peeling and fading
•  Weatherproof
•  Can be either ironed on or sewn on
•  Available in both circular and square shapes

Circle:       
•  3 x 3" (8 x 8cm)

Square: 
•  4 x 4" (10 x 10cm)

Dimensions
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Flip flops
Unisex print on demand flip flops.

Our unisex foam rubber soled flipflops are the perfect addition 
to your summer print on demand catalogue. Artwork is digitally 
printed via dye sublimation onto a white base for a bright and 
vibrant print. 

We offer all over print on to the full face of the footwear.  
The print is then embossed with a quality polyester coating  
for a durable, pristine finish. 

Each pair of flip flops come with black hard wearing rubber 
straps. The anti slip soles are textured for added grip.

•  Unisex in multiple sizes 
•  Textured, hard wearing black straps 
•  Lightweight foam rubber sole 
•  Polyester sublimation coating

•  Small (UK 4 - 6)
•  Medium (UK 7 - 9)
•  Large (UK 10 - 12)

Sizes
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Plastic keyrings
Personalised keyrings made from  
glossy plastic.

Our round custom keyrings are just as practical as they are 
giftable. The perfect print on demand accessory, each keychain 
can be personalised with initials, names, dates or photos.

A durable plastic shell helps protect against knocks and 
scratches, while the aluminium split ring provides plenty of 
room for attaching your keys and enables you to fix your 
keyring to bags and backpacks.

Using a high-tech printing process, Prodigi custom keychains 
are dye-sublimated on both sides for a fade-resistant, full-
colour image.

•  Strong plastic 
•  Round shape
•  Metal split-ring attachment
•  Double-sided print 
•  Glossy finish
•  Great colour reproduction

• 2.5 x 2.5'' (6.4 x 6.4cm)

Dimensions
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Pendants
Personalised jewellery pendants with  
silver plating.

When it comes to jewellery, it’s all in the details. Putting a 
unique twist on a classic accessory, our print on demand 
jewellery pendants are perfect for those looking for a gift that’s 
extra special. 

Available to order in round or square bezel styles with a clear 
gloss finish, these nickel-free personalised necklace pendants 
can be custom printed with any image and are designed to fit 
chains up to 2.7mm thick.

Prodigi silver-plated custom pendants are customised using a 
high-tech dye-sublimation print method. Printed on one side, 
your photo is recreated in vivid, long-lasting colour.

•  Silver plated

Round or square pendants

Fits chains up to 2.7mm thick (not included)

Single-sided print 

Clear gloss finish

Great colour reproduction

• Round - 1.1 x 1.1” (2.8 x 2.8cm)
• Square -  1.1 x 1.1'' (2.8 x 2.8cm)

Dimensions
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Our engineering and manufacturing facilities are located in the UK, US and 
mainland Europe and we distribute products globally.

Engineering Cardiff Harrogate

 114 Creative Quarter  1st Floor 
 8a Morgan Arcade  79 Station Parade
 The Hayes  Harrogate
 Cardiff  HG1 1ST
 CF10 1AF  

Manufacturing Alton Venlo Charlotte

 Unit 20 Laurens Janszoon 6509 Northpark Blvd Suite #100
 Caker Stream Road Costerstraat 52 Charlotte
 Alton 5916 PS NC 28216
 GU34 2QA Venlo USA
 

 prodigi.com  e   hi@prodigi.com


